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ABSTRACT: This PhD practice-led research inquiry sets out to examine and describe how the fluid interactions between memory and time can be rendered via the remediation of my painting and the construction of a digital image archive. My abstract digital art and handcrafted practice is informed by Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomics of becoming. I aim to show that the technological mobility of my creative strategies produce new conditions of artistic possibility through the mobile principles of rhizomic interconnection, multiplicity and diversity. Subsequently through the ongoing modification of past painting I map how emergent forms and ideas open up new and incisive engagements with the experience of a ‘continual present’. The deployment of new media and cross media processes in my art also deterritorialises the modernist notion of painting as a static and two dimensional spatial 
object. Instead, it shows painting in a postmodern field of dynamic and transformative intermediality through digital formats of still and moving images that re-imagines the relationship between memory, time and creative practice.           
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PROLOGUE 
PERSONAL MOTIVATIONS It has long been a personal aspiration to explore ways in which actual experience is scripted by memory. I am a collector at heart. My home is filled with the memorabilia of my past, which is documented by photo albums, diaries, artwork and numerous mementos gathered from my travels. These photographs and objects are material traces of my past experiences and are accessible at any time as memory prompts. I am conscious of and fascinated by that manner in which these objects can evoke past associations with such vivid immediacy, and how this can produce a cascade of memories that flood my awareness. I have realised that memory is the host to the free association of past and present times, places and emotional circumstances and its multifarious connections and reconnections.   My intense interest in memory grew out of a life situation where I witnessed firsthand the gradual narrowing and eventual confabulation of the memory of a loved one. These observations made me mindful that personal experience is continually filtered by memory, and produces shifting perspectives. My understanding of these continual exchanges reflects Rosalind Krauss’ statement that the individual’s experience of memory presupposes an intimate correspondence with the physical spaces of actual experience (Krauss, 1997). In order to come to terms with deeply affecting circumstances in my life I set out to use my intermedia painting practice to examine memory and time and to exploit its capacity for adaptability and renewal through the construction of a digital archive. Through my developmental approaches to painting I promote creative regeneration as a process that continually opens up and links flexible and reflective spaces in memory. These spaces anticipate the aesthetic 
xii  
impacts of emergent art forms and their ability to produce mutable experiences.  I chose digital documentation to interrogate embodied memory because a digital site is best suited to represent, preserve, accommodate and map the shifting engagements and continuous creative modifications to my art.  I have therefore allowed the digital archive to be perpetually re-shaped by the accumulating data and multiple interactivities generated from my unfolding research. Subsequently I examine how the potentiality of new forms and ideas are rendered via transforming practices and heterogeneous diversity at the intersection of painting, surface perforation, digital imaging, manipulation and projection. Through this continual process of conceptual and sensory development in my digital archive I have demonstrated change as a creative process that informs the evolution of memory.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Exhale II is a creative practice–led research project comprising two interrelated components of study. These include a relative weighting of 75% for my final exhibition and 25% for this exegesis. 
1.1 SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS PRACTICE In the years leading up to this study, through my MFA and MA (Research) courses of study, I was interested in using my painting to draw parallels between memory loss and techniques involving painterly overlays, weaving, digital translation and surface degradation and erasure. These working practices were informed by the abstract painting practices of Jackson Pollock and Gerhard Richter. The creative outcomes of these investigations were displayed in three solo installation-based exhibitions, Swallow, 
Breathe and Exhale I, held in H- Block at QUT from 2000-2004.  
1.2 CURRENT FOCUS OF MY PRACTICE The central concepts for this practice-led doctoral research have evolved from my previous studies. I set out to alter and develop my past painting through cross media interaction, digital translation, transference and computer manipulation. These processes allow me to investigate memory as an ongoing process of acquisition, modification and access. The construction of a digital archive has facilitated the mapping of this process as the archive presents fresh opportunities to engage with the new aesthetic forms, experiences, insights and memories. I do not infer that by making over my older paintings that I am remaking distant memories. Rather, I acknowledge that past events are inscripted in memory by personal experiences. Therefore, by reworking past art forms I instigate practices that continually augment mnemonic experiences. I also 
2  
bring them forward in time and reinvigorate them via my iterative creative processes. This practice-led enquiry also examines and maps the unpredictable potential of creative forms that are generated and developed in an open ended creative process. After all, continual movement towards new creative possibilities and knowledge development experienced in practice and ‘about practice’ is intrinsic to practice-led research (Candy, 2006:1).  In contemporary practice painting is no longer viewed according to the modernist perspective of an autonomous and spatially fixed object (Peterson, Bogh, Dam Christensen and Larsen, 2010). Instead, there is now a post-medium viewpoint that rejects Clement Greenberg’s notion of painting as ‘pure’, discrete and stylistically medium-specific. This doctoral project is sensitive to this new direction because it envisages painting as a dynamic, interactive and multi-sensory interdisciplinary field. My focus on painting in the post-medium condition emphasises cross media processes, temporality and new conditions of material and spatial transformation and adjustment. My work in fact presents a conceptualisation of intermedial painting that correlates to the evolving mnemonic qualities of movement, transience, transformation and metamorphosis inherent in time.  Gerhard Richter’s abstract paintings at the 2000 Sydney Biennale, and his prolific archival project Atlas (1962- present), have resonated meaningfully with me. I have reflected upon how new layers of creative activity and visual forms can be generated in the vast archive. I have also explored how such work can be shaped by the ongoing convergence of multi-disciplinary practices.  In the making of my forms I see them as part of an inter-mediated and networked process that combines technological and the handcrafted creative art. I also implement creative expression that 
3  
engages with heterogeneous and mobile spatial convergences in analogue and digital realms. My painting therefore moves continually between two and three dimensions via painting, multi-media installation and moving projection, which have the effect of ‘blurring the limits between disciplines’ (Breuvart, 2003). This mobility between virtual and real space destabilises and expands the notion of my painting that moves beyond a modernist perspective of art/painting as an autonomous and fixed spatial object.  Moreover, my installation-based works exploit the rhythmic conjunctions and inter-media transitions that occur between painterly tangibility, digital translation, virtual fluidity and photographic fixity. My preoccupation with temporal and spatial movements in my art evokes the slipperiness of time and the changing way one experiences the continual present. Drawing on Henri Bergson’s temporal philosophy I understand ‘duration’ as temporal process of change that is constantly modulated by lived experiences in the immediate world (Bergson, 2001). Likewise, the ongoing interactions of my creative process and evolution of new works in my digital archive prompt a constantly changing dialogue between conceptual intention and creative production.  Through the construction of a digital archive I have been able to apply and describe the destabilisation of Deleuze and Guattarian rhizomic networking via multiple processes of becoming-painting. This project therefore makes explicit the interdisciplinary, technological and rhizomic interconnectivities that map creative trajectories as rhizomic structures. A rhizomic network describes a nomadic pattern of unpredictable growth that is characterized by webs of multiplying interconnections and non-linear dispersals. The rhizomic organisational structure of my digital archive 
4  
demonstrates my multifaceted creative process. This challenges the autonomy of modernist painting approaches and focuses on the connections and movements between diverse material, spatial and technological environments. The developments of my digital archive and its creative and critical dialogues have provided opportunities for me to engage intensively with Deleuze and Guattari’s openness of the rhizome. Under these conditions such meaning-making becomes liquid and provisional.  I use painterly abstraction as a predominant pictorial language. I am sensitive to the different marks associated with the combined materialities of analogue media like paints, resins, paper and inks and multiple digital applications. The content of my imagery involves material intertextualities generated by the constant layering of paint flows and the spatter of marks, in combination with manipulated surfaces and intermixed digitally represented and mediatised images.  My digital archive functions as a digital repository. It allows me to articulate a symbolic system and preserve the rhizomic network of my interconnecting digitized art and digital objects. Through the computer encoding system of digital imaging and electronic record keeping my archive preserves the fleeting, temporal and fragile forms that are documented. This metadata resource is a critical component of my research as it facilitates selective browsing, updating and access to my bank of modified art. The structure of my digital archive is sustained via constantly evolving phenomenal forms and associative ideas that seem to continually transform my memories with new connections. Thus the individual art works collected in my digital archive operate as personal mnemonic devices that prompt, recall, revisit, modify and connect particular memories. 
5  
1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM This practice-led research inquiry sets out to show how the fluid and dynamic interactions between memory and time can be rendered visible through the digital archive. This project brings attention to the constructed play of memory and its dovetailed associations and interactions with actual experience, material traces, and historical representation. The project highlights my digital and painting practice with its entangled processes of hand weaving, perforation, moving image and projection that have led to the construction of my digital archive. Through the reworking of my past paintings and the development of my open ended archival practice I demonstrate how the intertwined and ever-changing relations between the past, present and future are inscribed in the materialities of my art. It is here that I examine the theme of memory as a highly malleable function of consciousness where various spatial and temporal modalities continually converge.  There are two key outcomes of this study. Firstly, the construction of an ongoing digital archive represents an evolving body of diverse and hybrid work that functions as a material equivalent for embodied memory. It aims to reveal how the linear flow of time and the non-linear flow of ‘psychological’ time are accessible in the lived experience of the continuous present. This is demonstrated in my installation-based work through the assemblage of various still and moving images that are developed from my archive. Secondly, my art presents a practical demonstration of, and a critical reflection upon, Deleuze and Guattari’s processes of rhizomic interactivity. Deleuze and Guattari emphasis on ways of thinking and working reflect the characteristics of the rhizome.  
6  
Every rhizome contains lines of segmentarity according to which it is stratified, territorialised, organised, signified, attributed, etc., as well as lines of deterritorialisation down which it constantly flees. There is a rupture in the rhizome whenever segmentary lines explode into a line of flight, but the line of flight is part of the rhizome. These lines always tie back to one another (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:10). In this project I argue that the organic mode of rhizomic production takes into account becoming, becoming-painting, becoming-digital painting, becoming-painting-in-the-digital, interconnecting networks, heterogeneity, hybridity, and multiplicity. These rhizomic attributes expand my creative process and facilitate new ways of seeing painting at the intersection of handmade and new media technologies. However the entwining of these practices refuses an easy categorisation of my visual outcomes. In putting these ideas into play I aim to explore how the complexities of my interdisciplinary art production shift between theoretical engagements and experimental and reflexive studio practices. These processes rely on the transforming and intuitive creative insights drawn from the lived experiences of doing my art making. In addressing the above concerns, this creative inquiry may be framed according to the following broad questions: What is the correlation between memory and the digital archive and how might it be illustrated in my creative practice? What are the implications for my practice of recognising and utilising rhizomic processes and strategies? How are correspondences between painting and an open ended digital archive and exploratory inquiry in practice-led research grounded in performative methodology? 
 
7  
1.4 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTION This critical inquiry makes a contribution to the body of research that links Deleuze and Guattarian rhizomic philosophy with creative and practice-led research, and the digital archive. This study stresses the productive engagements of practice that utilises rhizomic thinking as an underpinning conceptual framework and practical elaboration of rhizomic connections. These interactions open up creative evolution in practice–led research. In so doing this inquiry has enabled me to examine and map the evolutionary processes of my own rhizomic modes of production. This inquiry envelops ongoing diversity and is therefore responsive and adaptive to the shifting demands of my creative research. As such it is grounded in integrated and emergent practices relevant to studio based inquiry through a performative methodology. As an outcome of this rhizomic approach I demonstrate that knowledge creation follows an interconnected, non-linear, self-reflexive, hermeneutical and dialogic model of practice-led research.    This course of doctoral study has facilitated the deepening of my practice through a focused and critical manner. In undergoing this research I have been able to challenge my creative limits through the consistent development of new and exploratory tangents as they have presented themselves to me. Through my interdisciplinary practice my painting has expanded into creative directions that I could not have predicted. The development of the virtual archive has provided opportunity to intensively examine the evolving concepts and related processes of my research and digital archiving practices. I have discovered some valuable new insights about my relationship to memory that would not have been previously possible had I not undertaken this project. Through this inquiry I demonstrate how a rhizomic philosophy produces diverse 
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creative outcomes that, in turn, can be mapped into the rhizomics of practice. This exegesis will contextualize and chart the rhizomic aspects underpinning my creative process. My exegesis is organized in the following way: CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION In Chapter One I introduce Deleuze and Guattari’s discourse of rhizomic becoming (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). I also explain the evolutionary aspects of my archive. I link its development to the kind of rhizomic networking between ideas, creative processes and artistic engagements in practice that continually move between past, present and future events. I explain my focus as futures - orientated and versatile where multiple departure points sustain the continuum of my practice. CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY Chapter Two is divided into three sections. I introduce my practice as framed according to a performative paradigm. I explain how this practice-led doctoral project demands a mode of research that embraces a participatory perspective. Consequently I align my methodology with Haseman’s text, ‘A Manifesto for Performative Research’ (Haseman, 2006).  In section two I identify the various components of my research strategy and explain their interrelationships. This is followed by section three in which I further expand upon the connection of my creative research to the performative paradigm of practice-led research. I reference the reflexive actions and performative engagements of practice as central to the inquiry.   
9  
CHAPTER THREE:  CONTEXTUAL REVIEW Chapter Three involves a contextual review of the significant elements of my research. There are four critical areas to this chapter.  In the first section I provide an in depth explanation of Deleuze and Guattari’s organising and disorganising strategy of rhizomic becoming. Here the rhizome is discussed in relation to its activating role of creative mobilization in ‘becoming’.  In the second section I analyse anamnesis as the connection between memory and the enfolded and elastic experience of time. I then explain how I visualize time according to a Deleuzean notion of the ‘virtual manifold whole’ in the working development of my archive and construction of my installation-based works.  In the third section I expound Derrida’s concept of the archive and its relation to memory. I connect Foucault’s explanation of the formation of knowledge to the archive and its related historical statements. After this section I highlight the role of the encounter in contemporary archival practice and my practice. I then briefly discuss the participatory aspect of ‘encounter’ as illustrated in the work of three key archival-artists: Goshka Macuga, Christian Boltanski and Bernd and Hilla Becher. I follow with a brief discussion of the role of the database to the digital archive in contemporary practice and explain its centrality to my project. In the fourth section I deal with the manner in which my archive develops ongoing heterogeneous and multiple networks between various spatial and temporal zones. In this section I examine a range of relevant contemporary practitioners and archival artists and especially Gerhard Richter’s Atlas (1962- ) as they relate to my practice. Following this I discuss the relevance of painters such as 
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Jackson Pollock and Lucio Fontana to my practice. To situate this project in an installation context I highlight the work of installation artists Ann Hamilton and Janet Laurence who reference memory in their work and have informed my approaches.  CHAPTER FOUR: DESCRIPTION OF MY PRACTICE Chapter Four constitutes a detailed description of my practice and is composed in three parts. In the first part I orient my project to post-medium painting practices. I then indicate the relation of abstraction to my painting practice and explain Wollheim’s concept of perceptual ‘twofoldness’ in relation to the layered and optically ambiguous figure and ground of my intermedia art forms. The third section details the evolutionary outcomes of my creative process as exhibited in my final exhibition. CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION Chapter Five concludes the exegesis with an exploration of the research findings and the significance of the inquiry.  
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY                                                   
2.1. A PERFORMATIVE PARADIGM The methodologies associated with this practice-led research are informed by a ‘multi method’ approach within a ‘situated practice’ (Bauman in Haseman, 2006). These ideas have been put forward by Brad Haseman, who states:  Practice-led researchers construct experiential starting points from which practice follows. They tend to ‘dive in’, to commence practicing to see what emerges… The second characteristic of practice-led researchers lies in their insistence that research outputs and claims to knowing must be made through the symbolic language and forms of their practice… This insistence on reporting research through the outcomes and material forms of practice challenges traditional ways of representing knowledge claims. It also means that people who wish to evaluate the research outcomes also need to experience them in direct (co-presence) or indirect (asynchronous, recorded) form (Haseman, 2006). In this chapter I recount how my research strategies inform the extensive outcomes of both my practical study and my exegesis according to the following points.  1.  I describe the entwined strategies of my practice as they underpin my inquiry and dictate the needs of my research orientations.   2.   I explain how my inquiry is meaningfully progressed through the lived experience of my practice. 
2.1. ENTWINED STRATEGIES OF PRACTICE This research is practice-led. The methodological components of my research include a visual journal, contextual review and digital archive. I sustain my studio research through interaction within 
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and across these three research components, where each dynamically feeds into the other.  My creative practice is seen as responsive to the reflexive decisions made throughout my research journey. Outputs of the practice are driven emergently and as such are able to be adjusted in order to move the study across particular conceptual tracks. It is this intuitive processing, intermixed with specific technical knowledge of different media that is mobilised during the course of my practice-orientated research. Also critical are the reflections about new temporal and spatial relationships that are developed from the interactivities in my art. My media domains include the integration and layering of painting, weaving, surface rupture, and computer technologies. These involve digital photography, virtual technologies, digital film and projection.  
VISUAL JOURNAL PROCESS I keep a work journal that maps my critical processes and creative outputs. The daily maintenance of my journal allows for my internal dialogues, reasoning, ideas, related theoretical understandings and proposals to be clarified and referred to as the study proceeds. Accordingly, as I have documented my thoughts and approaches over time this journal has become a valuable research tool for repurposing ‘… as the context for both the research and the work expands to meet the requirements of the research’ (Haseman and Mafe, 2009:215).  This strategy illustrates de Freitas’s comment that active documentation within creative research contributes to the ‘articulation of those phases of work that become invisible with progress’ (de Freitas, 2004:6). The working strategies of my studio 
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practice are also captured via digital photography and translated through diagrammatical means.  The aim of my journal is as a methodological tool and pedagogical approach to record the relevant cognitive and intuitive movements of my working process and creative output, as well as personal reactions and critical perspectives. Therefore the tone of my writing in my visual journal includes prosaic, discursive and poetic styles that are shaped by my feelings, experiences and introspective viewpoints at the moment of my response. These reflections serve to connect areas of interdisciplinary knowledge and assist in the conceptualisation of my work. This approach to data collection and reflective analysis provides a vehicle for trialling different conceptual approaches when defining my experiences. By progressively charting my sensory responses and creative judgements over time I am able to get a sense of the shifting spatio-temporal nature of the archival project. This process of documentation and interpretation allows for a detailed study arising from changing engagements between memory and time. It enacts action research as a model of living practice and performative methodology. This strategy thus integrates new experiences. It is informed by the engagements and critical understandings of lived inquiry that are instrumental to the divergences of my art (Rose, 2001; Springgay, 2003). Moreover it illustrates my working process as a continuum guided by interrelated pedagogical practices. 
CONTEXTUAL REVIEW PROCESS My contextual review identifies my strategic research directions particular to the evolutionary development of my painting through the digital archive. Therefore my focus examines the relation of 
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memory to time. It utilises critical readings of texts, journals, conferences, websites, catalogues, relevant artworks and visits to exhibitions.  It builds on emergent research that emanates from within my practice and embraces the aesthetic potential of new creative forms.  I use rhizomic thinking as a conceptual tool that informs my practice. My focus is grounded in Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomic interactions of states of ‘becoming’ via divergent sets of processes and strategies. This perspective about praxis recognises creative genesis as an essentially open ended, diversely productive and invaluable component of creative research. I also cite contemporary abstract painting with particular reference to Gerhard Richter’s archival project Atlas, Jackson Pollock’s gestural painting practice, and Lucio Fontana’s Spazialismo theory. In addition, I critically analyse the work of Ann Hamilton and Janet Laurence as influential to my practice. I draw further on Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of time and space as found in A Thousand Plateaus (1987) as well as on theories about the archive and the practices of archival-artists.  This method of research practice is one described by Haseman as ‘intertextual …locating research within its field of enquiry and associated conceptual and aesthetic terrain’ (Haseman, 2006). He notes that the practice-led researcher builds through intertextuality, capturing perspectives that flow from the interdependence that exists between a present practice and the intersecting and ever-expanding web of references and quotations that have preceded it (Haseman, 2006).   Similarly in this project, access to my related fields of research has been informed through two overseas field study tours (in 2006 and 2009). I have visited local, national and international exhibitions, in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, Vienna, Paris, Dresden, New 
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York, and Shanghai where work by Gerhard Richter, Lucio Fontana and Jackson Pollock and relevant contemporary installations have been viewed. These exhibitions have included works by a range of other artists like Daniel Crooks, John Tonkin, Louise Bourgeois, Agnes Martin, Robert Rauschenberg, Maria Abramovic, Barbara Bloom, Jim Hodges and the Surrealists, Salvador Dali, Merret Oppenheim and Max Ernst who have dealt with time, medium and form.  While in Dresden in 2010 I was fortunate to meet Dietmar Elgar, Director of The Gerhard Richter Archive in Die Gallerie Neue Meister of the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen. Through my discussion with Dr. Elgar I was able to develop a deeper understanding of the cultural significance and diverse content of this Richter related archive. It aims to centrally house all reference texts, transcripts, letters and catalogues and other artefacts relating to the artist’s prolific creative output. It also includes a collection of Richter’s artworks. It focuses on continuing scholarship, analysis and interpretation relevant to Richter and his practice (Elgar, 2010). Access to this archive was invaluable for my research into Richter’s practice in particular and also important for me in gaining an understanding of relating archival practices and issues. These problems concerned the relation between the digital and material preservation and display of its catalogued holdings, the modes of availability of its digital database and the changing role and meaning of the archival material over time. Formal textual investigations have been supplemented by conversations involving feedback from supervisors, fellow students, work colleagues and information seminars. These experiences have constituted a valuable inclusion to the evolution of my practice-led research.  
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DIGITAL ARCHIVING PROCESS An early conceptualisation of my creative practice is presented below (figure 1) in a wall map from May, 2006. The physical placement of notes was an effective research technique of preliminary mapping that I used to collate my central concepts of time, space, virtuality and memory.  The spatial organisation of this visual display crystallised for me that my creative strategy has a multifaceted, interdisciplinary and interconnecting structure.  This procedure also allowed me to visualise future research tangents, connections and developments.                                      
                    
Figure 1. T. Barnett. Preliminary concept mapping of the key ideas and early processes of 
development of my digital archive on a wall chart in my studio. May, 2006.  
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Figure 2. T. Barnett. Detail of the preliminary concept mapping of the early processes of 
development of my digital archive on a wall chart from the lower right corner of the map from 
figure 1. May, 2006.  
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Figure 3. T. Barnett. Detail of the preliminary concept mapping of the early processes of folder 
development of my digital archive on a wall chart from the middle section of the map from 
figure 1. May, 2006. 
 
                
Figure 4. T. Barnett. Detail of the preliminary concept mapping of the early processes of folder 
development of my digital archive on a wall chart from the middle section of the map from 
figure 1. May, 2006. 
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The creative outputs from my research are digitally documented. Through the course of my art making, work is often destroyed, remade and then destroyed again in repeating cycles. The digital record however, remains as an enduring trace of the event. My actual working processes are also recorded digitally. I am interested in the intermediality of forms where painting is intermixed, translated, manipulated and mediatised via technology. During my creative process also I photograph the ‘in-between and under formation’ plastic phases of work where, for instance, paint is malleable, pooling, moving or in wet states. Legitimacy is fostered through this iterative process of artistic documentation. By recording the lived experience of art making during key points in time my digital archive assumes a close correspondence to reality (Bolt, 2004:27; Carson and Sumara, 1997). It connotes the truthful accumulation of the photographic traces of my past referents (Mitchell, 1994). Clearly it is impossible to document the fullness of experience of events as they occur in real time. Therefore the documentation of this research stands as an archive that preserves the selected and practical proof of my research inquiry at strategic times. It also makes this digital information available via uploading into my database. This database is one in which I actively engage and provides experimental source material. The electronic database enables me to reconstruct my images as virtual objects. This kind of formatting is ideal for my conceptual investigation and creative development. Furthermore, this new mediated networked process re-configures the spatialisation of my art through its unique dematerialisations of image forms. This is a critical platform for this study for it also facilitates the exploration and convergence of interdisciplinary approaches with a focus on temporal and spatial 
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transformation, computer imaging and mechanical processes of reproduction. The establishment of new spatio-temporal relationships constantly yields new pictorial combinations and attendant meanings and combinations, which in turn manifest new expressions and aesthetic experience.  My studio outputs therefore exist in two dimensions: that of real space of material forms, and simultaneously in the digital data space of binary code. This metadata is allographic and performative. The fundamentally notational characteristic of scripted binary code is an enabling factor of computer access and navigation. Therefore it is easily translatable to parallel software programs, manipulated or stored or distributed across multiple virtual formats (Mitchell, 1994:23-57). Similarly my art documentation exists simultaneously on various storage devices including my home desktops and laptop, several external hard drives, digital SLR cameras and video cameras, writable DVD’s and USB’s.  I manage the digital images of my practical outputs by organising them in chronologically ordered folders. These digital files are described through headers that indicate the range of processes employed and the dates accessed.  Hard copies of my painting images are generated in multiple formats, resized, reworked in real space and then digitally recorded back into code. It is from this process that most of my digital movies are rendered. I am particularly interested in constructing moving sequences of modified virtual objects that correlate to the rhythmic cadences of time. This sense of spatio-temporal expansion and contraction in my digital films is manifested by altering the speed of play and combining and modifying individual electronic images with the repeated layering of other digital images from my archive. Consequently I am able to evoke the moving sensation of time 
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passing as my static painting imagery is blended, superimposed, morphed, blurred and repeatedly translated into sequences of moving images.  This project as digital documentation, digitisation and virtual construction sets up a growing and increasingly unwieldy body of creative outputs (Wilson in Harding, 1996:067). It functions as a kind of living entity in its compositional complexity and unpredictable organic growth. It is constantly transforming and being transformed by ‘investigation and research’ (Yiakoumaki, 2002). Having an open ended perspective embraces the indeterminate potential of forms and new conceptual domains via new technologies. My sustained engagement with a range of cross media interactions, intermingled autographic and allographic practices pushes my creative outcomes towards continually intermixed visual regimes. This intermedial approach blurs the division between digital representation, virtual illusion and experience. These intermedial processes in turn inform new conceptual frameworks of reflection and re-interpretation that open outwards onto further aesthetic possibilities for my painting.  This perspective correlates to principles associated with the Deleuze and Guattarian description of rhizomic movement. The rhizome concerns a nomadic, continually bifurcating and open system of organic development that is observed in the world. It is deployed as a means of introducing processes and practices to our means of thinking and being that allow for the same kinds of movements (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:11-13, 21). The digitally encoded files of my digital archive represent the preserved records of historical events that have been progressively augmented and revised. Its structure indicates a living process of exploration that is enacted through mobile, interconnecting and adaptive creative 
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strategies, processes, events and becomings. This mobility is correlated to the rhizomic descriptors of the continuously animated, crosslinked and incomplete trajectories of rhizomic activity.  
EXEGETICAL PROCESS My exegesis elaborates upon the purpose and development of my inquiry.  The writing situates my painting within the broader contextual field of abstract painting that is influenced by the post-photographic processes. This thesis identifies and explains how my painting practices are informed by the painterly approaches of Gerhard Richter, Lucio Fontana, Jackson Pollock and Janet Laurence. Additionally, I describe how the installation context for my art is influenced by the practices of Goshka Macuga, Ann Hamilton, Bernd and Hilla Becher, and Christian Boltanski. My exegesis correlates practical outcomes with the rhizome. The characteristics of the rhizome are demonstrated in the creative genesis and the movements between the open ended, and hybrid material and digital forms within my digital archive. As a consequence of this integrated approach to image development I demonstrate how my reflective engagements with changing phenomenal forms lead to the construction and interpretation of new material states.  
FINAL EXHIBITION My final exhibition was shown at The Block at QUT from the 25th-29th July, 2012. In this exhibition I indicated how the fluid and dynamic interactions between memory and time were rendered visible. My intention was to create a large scale installation that functioned as one autonomous work. It worked silently and 
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hypnotically as a meditative space. This was accentuated via the ‘dark’ gallery space of The Block. In this exhibition I illustrated the evolution of and dialogue between my digital and painting practices. The exhibition correlated intermedial painting practices with evolving memory. The focus of the works referenced movement, transformation, and transience between images. Artworks on display included a selection of 1500 still images from the digital archive that scrolled continuously on 5 computer monitors, 14 moving images and films and 2 installation based works. The installations involved floor works, aerial projections and digital films. These works were drawn from the virtual archive comprising over 10,000 images.   
2.3. A CENTRALISED REFLEXIVE POSITION.  I understand my art as a reflexive practice. As a practising secondary school Visual Arts Teacher I value learning that is shaped by what Dewey calls the ‘active’ participation of the learner to progressively refine their learning (Dewey, 1902; Fishman and Parkinson McCarthy, 1998). This is achieved through a gradual unfolding of goals. In other words as my needs change I modify and re-evaluate my learning directions.  The investigative processes attached to this creative practice-led research employ post-positivistic approaches that seek to position me as immersed within my creative research and associated fields of inquiry. My condition of immersion refers to my being wholly engaged in my research while managing the strategic directions of the research process. Because my project engages so heavily with the generative and lived experience of my practice, I employ an interdisciplinary method of inquiry. I operate from an ‘artisan centred’ approach (Yeates, 2009) within which I affect all the 
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actions of my practice, testing ideas and interpreting meanings derived from those actions, which enable me to strategize future creative research directions.  My approach thus affirms my creative practice-led research as participatory and performative. This dimension of practice is described by Haseman as a third paradigm for practice-led research. This performative component of research extends beyond qualitative or quantitative methodology because creative practitioners live their research through their creative practice. The research outcomes are continually being acted upon, as well as fed back into and facilitated by this practice (Gray, 1996; Haseman, 2006). These iterative features of creative performative research practice are also described by researcher Barbara Bolt as effecting ‘repetition with difference’ through ‘representation [which] is mutable’ (Bolt, 2008).  Furthermore I agree with Bolt who states in her book, Art beyond 
Representation (2004) that there are complex involvements of the artist’s body in the creative production of art. Citing Heidegger’s concept of ‘handlability’ she recognises that the ‘productive flows’ of practice are created by the research practitioner through an active interchange and engagement with diverse processes, materialities, tools, technologies, ideas and the environment (Bolt, 2004:78-146).  Likewise in my research each medium makes unique demands on my physical engagement. In combining the practices of painting, weaving, surface slicing, electronic conversion, digital imaging and light projection, it is evident that each has their own disciplines and technical requirements. These media influence how I work with them to express my creative intent. Such actions are art making ‘performances’ that activate my creative research practice from 
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within. From these engagements I generate internal dialogues that question directions, shift emphasis and ultimately inform how its forward momentum will proceed.   For example the act of weaving reinforces the rhythm of my art making as its repetitiveness of action marks time. In transitioning between painting, computer keyboarding and weaving processes there are continual shifts in my spatial awareness from the large gestural actions of painting to the repetitive motions of fine motor skilling. Weaving and painting practices thus present opportunities for me to counter digital working methods via a tactile engagement with materials and interactions with real space. Therefore, different sets of problems need to be negotiated in my continual movement between mediums and their applied technological processes. In this chapter I have related how the entwined components of my methodology resist closure and draw attention to the corresponding interplays between analogue and digital processes, temporality, spatiality, transience, memory and states of morphogenesis. I have positioned rhizomics as a method that is meaningful and relevant to my creative process. In the following section I deal with rhizomic thinking as a practice that explores the productive trajectories of new ideas and states of becoming. This rhizomic approach is enacted via the flows between strategies, processes, events and multiple modes of creative production. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CONTEXTUAL REVIEW The cross disciplinary frameworks under which I operate to construct my digital archive correlate to the open-ended, transformative, connecting, proliferating and ‘rebounding’ lines of flight suggestive of rhizomic thinking (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 7-13). These trajectories ‘find their convergence not in a single point but in the various ‘bifurcations’ and ‘divergences’ they assume in the course of their own making’ (Gillespie, 2008: 2). Consequently this inquiry investigates how this mobile form of dynamic thinking precipitates constant change and when applied to artistic research, conjugates new possibilities for the emergence of richly divergent art forms and innovative creative practices. Therefore in the following chapter I begin by outlining the Deleuze and Guattarian perspective of the rhizome and correlate this to my project.  I then discuss the process of anamnesis in relation to my work practices. Following that I discuss the concept of the archive in relation to memory and the underpinning archival idea of 
encounter to the practices of specific contemporary archival artists. The influential practices of Goshka Macuga, Christian Boltanski and Bernd and Hilla Becher are included in this discussion. At the conclusion of each of these sections I relate the practices of these artists to my work. I then highlight the relevance of the database to the digital archive and my own approaches. Following that I explain the relevance of Gerhard Richter’s evolving archival project, Atlas (1964- present) and the influence of his abstract paintings on my painting practices. Further discussion is dedicated to painters Jackson Pollock and Lucio Fontana, and the installation based practices of Ann Hamilton and Janet Laurence.  
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3.1 RHIZOMICS AND ‘BECOMING’ I utilise rhizomic thinking as a conceptual strategy to interrogate how my painting may be extended through the integration and conjunction of alternative handcrafted, technological and chance processes. As a result this study examines how the continually mobile relation of my painting to repeated cycles of reworking technological transferences provokes new actions, artistic insights and analytic strategies in my creative process. The regeneration of my painting into hybrid forms draws on becoming as a practical elaboration of creative response, analysis and proliferation. The fecund and creative processes that constitute my practice position it within the context of Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomatic perspectives. For this reason, A thousand plateaus (1987), is a central reference point.  My creative direction is illustrated by Deleuze and Guattari’s rhetorical question:  Is it not the essence of the map to be traceable? Is it not the essence of the rhizome to intersect roots and sometimes merge with them? (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 14) This statement likens the Deleuze and Guattarian rhizome to the dynamic of knowing and constructing new meaning. In their text they make distinction between the unpredictable and subterranean growth pattern of the rhizomic root system and the defined arborescent structure of the tree. The rhizomic root system forms an unpredictable network of dynamic and branching trajectories that connect and reconnect thinking at any point.  These ‘linear multiplicities’ infer that new thought arises out of the dynamic action and interaction of continually communicating networks (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:21). These routes are not 
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predetermined or existent but are rather constantly forged into other states of becoming.  Consequently this exegesis advances Deleuze and Guattari’s proposition that creative difference devolves from ‘an evolving critical engagement with evolutionary thinking’ (Hansen, 2000). According to their philosophy, change is continuous and integral in our interaction with the world. By challenging what we know we are able to transform our world to allow new possibilities for 
becoming (Colebrook, 2002).  
Becoming is the condition of difference, disclosed as chance events that are marked by the mobilities and inferences made by my creative actions. In thought these ‘lines of flight’ reference ‘the acts of creation’ – the activity of becoming that moves in between fixed points, circumstances, positions, and mnemonic systems (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:329). These fixed points are described by Deleuze and Guattari as ‘molar’, which brings to mind rigid systems of meaning that are organised and structured as a territorialisation and subjectification of knowledge.  According to Deleuze and Guattarian philosophy the creative processes of becoming also draw links between points situated along profuse lines of flight. This movement has the capacity to free up thought, and propel it outwards. It then becomes ‘molecular’ as it de-territorialises cognitive connections (Deleuze and Guattari, 1978: 324-329). In rhizomic thinking there is a reciprocal relation in the building of thought between molar and molecular conditions as well as subjectivity and creative freedom. The unleashed condition of becoming is described by Brian Massumi as ‘nomadic, unbounded and unrestrained’. ‘It does not repose on identity; it rides difference’. Massumi describes this nomadic space as ‘smooth’ 
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and ‘open-ended’. It can ‘rise up at any point and move to any other’ (Massumi, 1987: xii-xiii). The free-ranging traversal qualities of the rhizome previously described correlate to the breadth of diversity of creative outputs represented in my open archive. In this dynamic framework of artistic production creative departure points may move in any direction. This quality of dispersal is demonstrated by the momentum of my project, which evolves from the continual development of interdisciplinary art forms and the interlinking of their associated practices. These networks of operations open up new ways for exploring, as Minissale observes, how ‘Art actualises becoming in many forms’ (Minissale, 2010).  The creative principle of the rhizome is activated in my archive by changing conjunctions between the material, spatial and technological means. These constantly transforming temporal relations inform the evolution of my painting and express duration. Duration, in Henri Bergson’s usage refers to unfolding temporal movement and to the expressive totality of an event - where ‘time is projected into space’ (Bergson, 2001:124). Each new art work actualizes transitions between new artistic states and new experience. There are ongoing correspondences between the actions of my art making and reflective and critical thinking. It is undeniable that artists think critically in the production of new work. However the primary focus of my digital archive concerns the open process of endurance. As such my archive represents differential expressions of temporal events. I thus assert that this digital archive is constituted by the accumulative and shifting directions of my creative research and diverse expression. I advance that the continual mobilisation of new thinking and networked actions are ways in which I make ‘concrete’ and develop 
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the philosophical system of the rhizome through the open ended and durational nature of my creative process. Under these evolutionary conditions meaning is susceptible to change and infinitely flexible.  In considering my work I feel that the best analogy would be to compare it to a garden or a living organism. The manner in which many organisms grow cannot be predicted in advance. Likewise in my practice there is a navigation of ideas that facilitate multiple images. This is an organic process in which the artwork can be considered commensurate with the interconnected, constructed, assembled, and re–assembled, ideas that operate as part of one’s creative consciousness.  These aforementioned thought processes are the sense-making dimension of immanent thought. Deleuze and Guattari posit that immanence is the horizon of open possibility: ‘The material implications that orientate thought towards process’ place potentiality in close proximity to chance events, unpredictable projections and indeterminate networks of possible future connections (Parr, 2005:10).  Thus my ongoing assessment/reflection during the production of my work serves two functions. They continually reposition the relational historical meanings within my digital archive, and they enable me to develop strategies for future research directions. Out of this reciprocal and regenerative activity comes a reshaped understanding of my open ended archive constituted of a body of material rhizomically connected to itself and to what is immanent to it, as intertext.  My expanding electronic archive is an expression of artistic boundary crossing and the continuing construction of new hybrid 
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art forms. There are in fact no limits to the rhizomic growth of my digital archive. My ongoing creative processes remain open to the flux of new insights through the dispersal of creative trajectories, and generate new conditions of aesthetic possibility for my painting.  
3.2 THE CONNECTION BETWEEN TRANSIENCE AND THE 
CONDITION OF ‘BECOMING’ IN MY CREATIVE PRACTICE.   In the following section I examine transience and its relation to creative ‘becoming’. Following this I articulate how transience is understood as a perceived phenomenon of change in my practice.   Transience is manifested by consciousness as an impression of a fleeting transformation which occurs between a designated range of intermediate events.  This relational phenomenon of transience, recognized through the appearance of shifting circumstances, appears to suggest a progression of ‘former’ and ‘later’ elements within a stated interval of time. The recognition of the duration of an interval is indelibly tied to the individual’s embodied perception of time and associated structures of temporal ordering. This perceived passage of the interval is filtered by internal apparatuses of memory (Le Poidevin, 2011).  Occurrences of change within transience are noted by researchers as ‘temporal becoming’ (Barbour in Durie, 2000:96-106; Oaklander in Oaklander, 2004:17-20).   My research is predicated in this phenomenological notion of the interval as a perceived relation to consciousness. It is a perception formulated by the observation of differential change in recurring or related incidents throughout the course of my art making. Embedded within this perception is an understanding that distinctions may be 
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discerned between events from the past and present if there are changed properties in the latter instance.  I am immersed in a pervasive field of temporal existence where my lived experience of the world has reinforced a sense of time-orientated chronology. This perception reflects a western cultural perspective to psychological time in seeming to recognize sequential generational movement in events occurring ‘earlier’ or ‘later than’ or ‘yet to occur’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1945).  At the level of micro-operations between materials in action with one another within my practice, new states of ‘becoming’ emerge through the actualization of different material presences. These transformative artistic effects are created from the consequential interchanges between materials and technological processes. The recognition of these variations which have been effected across time suggests that the perception of difference has been activated by a conscious realization of a relationship between present to past and by the causality of events (Oaklander in Oaklander, 2004:20).    The evidence of observable variation is noted between the ‘prior’ and ‘later’ artworks (Zeilicovici in Oaklander, 2004:123-127).  The allocation of the ‘before’ and ‘after’ indicators reflects an individual‘s experience of reality as a sense of coherent temporal passage.  The imposition of the sequential ‘now’ and ‘then’ presupposes that the unfolding experience of time is based in an individual’s psychological conception of time as consecutive, directional and continuous (Barbour in Durie, 2000:104–106; Bergson cited in Pearson in Durie, 2000:172-173).  Under this premise, the concept of transience is informed by the interrelatedness of cumulative conditions and consequences arising from historical actions, perceptions and interpretations. These interpretations are grounded by the observer’s 
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experiential knowledge of the world and ‘frame of reference’ (Cramer in Durie, 2000:178-179; Savitt, 2002).    Transience as I understand it in my art practice is perceived to emerge in the encounters across artistic disciplines, where works transgress interchangeably through multiple new states of ‘becoming’. These new states of temporal difference are realized in the dynamics of movement and in the exchanges of materials within artistic processes.   Each of my art works moves through the fluxes of creation, existence and transformation at the nexus of weaving, painting, photographic, and digital applications. There are material and spatial transformations as my work repeatedly shifts between the tangible and intangible worlds of the digital, actual and virtual environments.  These transits appear to collapse the traditionally discreet categories of painting, photography and weaving through the merging of disciplines, spatial realities and their visual contents (Ziarek in Benjamin, 2005:210-211).  In reconfiguring my painting through the interaction of multiple processes of change, the work carries with it the content and context of its past and new affiliations. Imagery emerges and disappears elusively, as the boundaries of specific materialities become diffused by the perpetual digital interactions involving new cycles of ‘becoming’.  These visual codings, read as states merging into or emerging from positions of interaction, correspond to semiotic systems of completeness and incompleteness; emergence, saturation and exhaustion; and permanency and impermanency.  The recognition of new material presences and evolving conceptualizations drawn from those events reflects the direct 
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synthesis of the immediacy of experience with evolving states of ‘becoming’ (Savitt, 2002). The states of ‘becoming’ to which I refer anticipate the physical emergence of new forms from variations witnessed in the interactions of material content and associative interpretations drawn from that content.  The perception of transformation is therefore grounded in the synthesis of remembered lived experience, which draws on the retention and projection of memory to recall past associations and identify variances (Bergson quoted in Barbour in Durie, 2000: 104-105). In the following section I articulate the mnemonic processes of anamnesis and explain the relation between hypomnemesis, hypomnemata, and hypomnemetic in my practice.  
3.3 ANAMNESIS We constantly lose our ideas. That is why we want to hang on to our fixed opinions so much (Deleuze and Guattari, 1994: 202). Deleuze and Guattari’s statement recognises the restless activity underpinning mnemonic thought. Contemporary cognitive psychologists agree that memory is a fundamental faculty of cognition and performs three basic functions. These relate to the selective ‘encoding (receiving)... storage... and retrieval’ models of information (Schacter and Tulving, 1994; Wilson and Ross, 2003; Conway, 2005; Sutton, 2008). An historical account of different memory taxonomies is beyond the scope of this study. It is acknowledged however that memory informs our day to day activities by integrating experiences from events in our past according to ‘the situational demands’. It is still unclear as to what form these complex mental representations may take or how these neurological processes are co-ordinated (Sutton, 2003). 
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In the following paragraph I have drawn on connections between the mnemonic terms hypomnemesis, hypomnemata, and 
hypomnemetic in order to explicate how these processes are understood as animating components of memory in my work. In 
Acting Out, (2009) and Technics and Time 1: The Fault of 
Empimetheus (1994) contemporary French philosopher Bernard Stiegler refers to anamnesis as a process of recollection that involves hypomnemesis as ‘that which gives play to anamnesis’. Historically, the connection between memory and the syntax of signs is drawn from Plato’s Phaedrus. Hypomnemesis is referred to as ‘a copybook or a notebook’ translated from an oral tradition into script. This was refined by Foucault when he described 
hypomnemata as ‘the material support for memory’ and ‘memoranda’ (Foucault in Rabinow, 1984: 363-5). Likewise, for Stiegler, ‘writing’ is a representational code that exteriorises thought.  As a hypomnemetic component of remembering it can therefore be understood as a form of inscription that connects tools and artefacts, which are the technical manifestations of remembering in existence (Stiegler in Heckman, 2009; Benjamin and Ross, 2007).  In this project the construction of an ongoing archive enables me to explore the oscillations between anamnesis as the ‘embodied act(s) of memory’ and hypomnemesis, as ‘the exteriorisation of memory’. This is manifested through the concrete development of multidimensional forms in my painted and re-constructed (and electronically translated) art works, and through the writing of my exegesis (Stiegler, 2001a: 248). By using the descriptor ‘multidimensional’ I refer to the integrated technological capacity of digital tools I use to deploy, transmit, store, mine and convert data 
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between ‘transactional’ computer systems (Janus and Fouche, 2008).  
3.4 THE CONCEPT OF THE ARCHIVE  In Archive Fever (1996) Jacques Derrida draws on Freudian psychoanalysis to explain the concept of the archive and its associative archival practices. The archive is hypothesised as a concept of knowledge formation that emerges as a consequence of the written scholarly narrative of history. It operates under the fundamental principle of consignment and construction. That is it ‘aims to co-ordinate a single corpus, in a system or a synchrony in which all the elements articulate the unity of an ideal configuration’ (Derrida, 1996:3). In this light the archive provides a space for interaction. In a similar vein, Okwui Enwezor, curator of the exhibition Archive Fever (2008), characterises the archive as a space of orchestration and collation. It is a stage where traces of past knowledge can be coordinated and examined. The accepted archival practice of organising, ordering, arranging and grouping of historical remains tends to facilitate revised interpretations about our relations to the past. Categories of ideas and experiences are able to be re-mined, reconfigured and reframed, and Enwezor comments that archives ‘engender reflection’ (Enwezor, 2008).  An essential element of the archive is the partial nature of the documentary evidence and the apparent gaps in information that the condition of the archive seeks to bridge. Derrida suggests that the archive’s fragmentary system of accumulation is constituted as much by the presences and the absences of material. This has to do with the mysterious connections surrounding the missing components of history and the traces that are left behind. In this 
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regard Derrida reminds us of the relation between memory and the archive that ‘assures the possibility of memorisation, of repetition and of reproduction’ (Derrida in Merewether, 2004:13). The correspondences between written histories, the material traces of the past and various cultural notions about memory and remembrance are central to archival practices. Its condition is predicated on the gathering together and organisation of changing historical perspectives. Through this process archives activate our mnemonic relations when we engage with them. Hal Foster describes this ‘archival impulse’ as our relation between objects and their associations with recorded history, cultural memory, loss, ‘longing’, legacy, recovery, reconstruction of the past, preservation, and reclamation (Foster, 2004:3-22). These shifting relations are experienced every day when we interact with updated reports, information, collections, databases, and inventories of our technological world.  For Foucault such organisation relates the archive to historical statements that form and sustain the discursive formations of knowledge. As history changes so do the frameworks of knowledge surrounding it. These are the discourses - the underpinning statements of power - that govern meaningful statements about topics. Foucault proposes that these discourses arise out of the social production of knowledge. As such they are grounded in language systems and attendant social practices that favour power structures, authorisation, legitimisation, and justification (Foucault, 1972:38).  Through the archive such bodies of knowledge are closely connected and challenged. By their nature archives evoke a form of authority. This has to do with the legitimisation of records and their 
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relation to a recognised authority. These connections presuppose a sense of trust and truthfulness. This may however be an erroneous assumption because the reality may be entirely different to that presented to such archives (Breakell, 2008).  According to Foster the archive’s prime facility is to reconstruct and revise the past. It is ‘a place of creation’ (Foster in Breakell, 2008:3). Foster recognises that artists are drawn to this creative pathway as one way in which ‘to turn belatedness into becomingness’ (Foster, 2004:22). In this sense, the archive can be used by artists as a vehicle that redrafts historical knowledge into the currency of the present.  Cases in point can be seen in archival-type installations by Andy Warhol, Christian Boltanski, Ilya Kabakov, Goshka Macuga, Eugenio Dittborn, Susan Hiller, Tacita Dean, Allan Kaprow, John Piper, Thomas Hirschhorn, Pierre Huyghe, Jayce Salloum, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Mark Dion, Marcel Broodthaers, Renee Green, Debra Phillips, Terry Urban and Bernd and Hiller Becher. Their works bring attention to the diverse forms of actions and engagements associated with archives.  
3.5 INFLUENTIAL ARCHIVAL ARTISTS The participatory role of encounter is a key principle of the archive continuum that moves the recorded information in and out of currency (Breakell, 2008). Similarly my use of the term ‘encounter’ refers to the various purposes for archival access needed by artistic researcher-practitioners to inform meaning. A continuing link is thus forged between the past, present and future through their ongoing engagement with the archival material.  I will illustrate this point by briefly highlighting the practices of three of the above mentioned contemporary artist-archivists who 
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embody the theme of ‘encounter’ in their work. The artists discussed are directly influential on my practice for they have strongly challenged my thinking when examining memory. They are Goshka Macuga, Christian Boltanski and Bernd and Hilla Becher.  Macuga’s installations present sites of transformation and contextual revision.  Her practice emphasises the creative authority to translate, appropriate and reassemble historical information and objects to reconstruct new meanings and associations through display. Boltanski’s art is also archival in its use of past objects and personal possessions as evidence of the collective traces of human existence. Underpinning Boltanski’s work is a deep respect for the lost individual. His work invokes memory to honour the dead through the assemblage of physical remnants from the past. The sheer monumentality of his collections conveys a powerful metaphor for the individual and collective losses of humanity. Similarly Bernd and Hilla Becher’s industrial documentation invites contemplation about our encounters with passing time. Their work comments on understanding change as a relation between photographically documented events. I begin my discussion with the analysis of Goshka Macuga’s installations. 
GOSHKA MACUGA Polish artist Goshka Macuga’s mode of practice is historiographic in its extensive engagement with archaeological and archival research. Macuga accesses institutional archives to seed her ideas about archival histories and related cultural material. These also guide the formal design of her proposed exhibition projects. Her approach brings together processes for selection, collation, construction and translation of material. Underpinning her creative process is an exploration of new ways to engage with the collective assemblage as a means to invent new aesthetic forms of exhibition 
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display and experience. From this perspective Macuga’s practice addresses the remodelling of history with an eye to present circumstance. Her methodology bridges a range of artistic professions as she amalgamates the responsibilities of curator, artist, researcher, practitioner, designer, collaborator and craftsperson.  Characteristic of her work is her interest in the correspondences between people, institutions and communities across time. Macuga’s installations are large scale, complex, site specific and ‘meticulously curatorial’ (Tant, 2007). The ideas of appropriation and collage are central to her work (Roelstraete, 2011). She also employs elements of craft production through her use of wood carving and tapestry. Her installations often involve the collaboration of many craftspeople. Macuga also constructs theatrical narratives out of found and reconstructed materials. This may include appropriated imagery from other artists’ work (which she translates into other media). Additionally she uses found objects, documents, and her own sculptural constructions into her staged tableaus. She recycles photographic imagery, and incorporates artwork from institutional collections. In this manner she uses quotation to invite a critical appraisal of the original referent and its renewed intent.       
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Figure 5. It broke from within, Installation view, Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Goshka Macuga, 2011. 
http://www.walkerart.org/calendar/2011/goshka-macuga-it-broke-from-within  
It broke from within (2011) is a case in point. In this work she created a large tableau for the Walker Art Centre in Minnesota. A dominant visual element of this installation is a rewoven photographic image of the ‘Lost Forty’. This depiction of old growth forest is metaphorical for the image correlates with the sense of American national pride and identity associated with the cultivation and preservation of the American frontier wilderness. The work’s enormous scale presents an image of historical significance. Through this image of old forest she is able to connect a contemporary art institution with T.B. Walker, the early lumber baron and founding patron of the Walker Art Centre. Ideas of land clearing and nationalist expansion are thus conjoined (Eleey and Ryan, 2011).  A large platform with padded recesses was placed in front of the image. The viewing cavities are actually submerged. The effect of the submerged viewing platforms into the floor cavity is to invite audiences to gather and contemplate this historical moment. Collectively the objects, mural images and floor spaces appear to 
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reinforce a communal space of historical reflection, open assemblage and relaxed social interaction.  
CHRISTIAN BOLTANSKI Where the focus of Macuga’s practice speaks of mutable relations between individuals, institutions, politics and communities across time, Christian Boltanski’s installations are used as a strategy to remember the dead through meditations on loss. Boltanski’s work questions how the finitude of death can be temporarily repositioned through its relation to memory. This is an idea supported by Eric Olsen who states that memory is a skill that builds a kind of connectedness to the absent individual through our desire for meaningful psychological continuity (Olsen, 2010). Similarly Boltanski’s installations appear to accentuate this view by posing a key existentialist question about the kind of evaluations that can be made about an unknown person’s life from the material evidence of their past. Light, light bulbs, photographs of faces, puppetry, rusted biscuit tins, photographic archives and inventories of numbers, books, reclaimed clothing and the sound of collected heartbeats constitute his vocabulary. His collection and juxtaposition of copious amounts of this second hand material evokes a picture of preservation, of once valued human presence, trace and of time passing.  Boltanski’s stark photographic representations and installations of dishevelled clothing evoke a poignant sense of human loss. Through the traces of individual lives that inhabit his installations he also represents the fragility of memory. ‘The small memory is what we are’, Boltanski claims (Boltanski, 2008), and in this statement he signals that we are made up of valuable, complex and intricate personal details that inform our lives and contribute to our unique 
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identities over time. When we are dead these minutiae of our existence are lost and are easily forgotten by others. His assemblages of different trace materials from people’s lives enables the incarnation of some fleeting and associative memories of the lost person’s life. Through his statement, ‘To make art is to try to catch a life’, he invokes memory as a process of recall that acts to momentarily waylay the inevitability of death’s oblivion (Boltanski, 2008). Memory counters and temporarily averts the inexorability of forgetfulness after the death of someone close to you.  Boltanski’s installations thus remind us of the importance of our existence. To have had a life, to have a presence and a unique identity in this world is a defining aspect of personhood. It signals a sense of belonging to this world, however brief that may be. His installations provide an opportunity for the viewer to reflect upon past circumstances and to experience compassion and grief. This emotional bond connects us to the subject.                       Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.       
Figure 6. ‘Menschlich’, Installation view, Kunstmuseum, Wolfsburg, Christian Boltanski, 1994. 
http://www.kunstmuseum-wolfsburg.de/exhibition/112/83/Ich,_zweifellos._1309_Gesichter/  ‘Menschlich’ (1994), figure 6, is a work that manifests an emblematic space of belonging and loss. The audience is confronted by an enormous archival wall composed of a large volume of 
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juxtaposed black and white images. We infer that the photographic arrangement of these individuals performs some documentary function recording those who are no longer alive. The reduction of these once living individuals to unnamed photographic representations can be disturbing. The effect of the imagery recalls Walter Benjamin’s article ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction’ (1936) whereby he describes the unique power associated with the aura of the photograph in relation to aesthetic experience. The collection thus speaks about connections between photographic presences of subjects as past referents, the absence of the individual and our imaginations.  These shots resemble album photos of individuals at family gatherings. The imagery does not reference a specific social or cultural group, but seem connected to Boltanski’s other representations of Holocaust victims. This deep sense of loss has a significant psychological impact. In this context the collection of images is linked to a haunting anonymity, and to the deeply regrettable disappearance of personal and collective history.                                                                                           Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.         
Figure 7.  Des Archives du Coeur, Christian Boltanski, 2005 –The island of Ejima, Japan  
Future location of Les Archives du Cœur. 
Image courtesy of the artist and Marian Goodman Gallery, Paris/New York 
http://www.serpentinegallery.org/2010/07/christian_boltanskithe_heart_a.html   
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Boltanski’s relatively more recent work, Des Archives du Coeur (2005 - ), figure 7, involves the collection of human heartbeats recorded from tens of thousands of individuals across the globe. These sounds of once living heartbeats will be archived for future access on remote Teshima Island that overlooks the Inland Sea of Japan (Xie, 2010). Through this inventory process he will preserve his database of sound in a central location. The recordings aim to evoke the presence of the person who will eventually die. The future scope of the project thus makes possible an encounter with an ancestor’s heartbeat in the presentness of time. This potential future engagement with the evidential traces of actual bodies from the past signals a symbolic displacement of the absoluteness of death, of forgetting and of disappearance.  This work comments on the universality of the human condition that is unique but also vulnerable to the irrevocable force of time. By preserving and recalling the heartbeat sound of an absent person Boltanski plays with the temporal correspondences of memory and the presentness of experience.  Through the contexts of the archive, unification, absence and recalled presence he secures a condition of remembrance for future posterity.  
BERND AND HILLA BECHER Finally I will discuss the collaboration of Bernd and Hilla Becher whose encyclopaedic and long term archival practice is constituted by their fervent photographic documentation of anonymous industrial structures. Their subject matter includes superseded engineering works that are scattered across the mining, farming and industrial communities of Western Europe and Northern America. These include old factory sites, refineries, water towers, grain operators, lime kilns, blast furnace heads, and conveyor belts, cooling towers, coal silos and chemical plants. 
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Their archive celebrates the rigorous reorganisation of factual and historical documentation of such structures at different times and places. Their meticulously maintained inventories indicate a living process of compulsive gathering, placement, ordering, sequencing, and typological cataloguing. Their systematic documentation process also focuses on the status of the trace as an indexical relation of photography to reality (Krauss, 1999: 217). In this light their images are deemed to evoke past reality through a reordering of representations.  As a result their extensive compendium of work is now recognised as a valued historical chronicle of past engineering structures. Their work is tied to the notions of industrial obsolescence and use. Their archive thus conforms to a form of ’industrial archaeology’ in the comprehensive observation of historical structural artefacts in the community (Stimson, 2004; Tittel, 2006). They do not align their aesthetic with any artistic ideology in particular but revel in the creative freedom that photography brings (Bernd Becher in Erdmann Ziegler, 2002). They recognise that the camera does not present reality but rather evokes the past. The camera becomes a tool for ‘exclusion as well as inclusion’ for they apply a rigorous process of reduction to their images to edit out superfluous background details (Wheeler, 1991:251). The images are rescaled to uniform size and organised in modular geometric formations of six, nine and twelve, for instance. Their strictly ordered compositions connect their work to serial art, where iterative structures prioritise aesthetic relations between forms (Stimson, 2004). This association of the Becher’s work to serial art appears to be linked to what Dyer calls ‘the activities of actualisation of structure... from which differences spontaneously emerge’ (Dyer, 2011:59).  
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The stringent organisation of their imagery seems to reposition the representational structures of quite ordinary subject matter into an aesthetic exercise for considerable discrimination.               Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.                                
Figure 8.  ‘Blast Furnace Heads’, Bernd and Hilla Becher, 1996 
http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/lot_details.aspx?intObjectID=4004340 
 
‘Blast Furnace Heads’ (1996), figure 8, is an example. This work is organised in a tight three by five row format. Initially the imagery evokes the raw power of represented machinery, but on closer inspection one is drawn to the stark spatio-sculptural relationships between forms. Then one becomes critically aware of the aesthetic dimensions of the depiction and the formal correspondences in the visual grammar of line, space, proportion, direction, rhythm within the component parts and as a whole. What emerges is, as the Bechers have stated, ‘a family of relationships’ (Erdmann Ziegler, 2002). Ultimately, Bernd and Hilla Becher’s archive testifies to the cultural value placed upon collections of photographic records that 
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enable meditations into the past and comment on the passage of time.  
3.6 THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE  In this section I consider the pivotal role of an electronic database to my digital archive. I follow Lev Manovich’s explanation of the database as a form of new media object that functions in the structured collection, storage and distribution of symbolic metadata (Manovich, 2001). I then explain the database function of my own digital archive in relation to my final exhibition and creative process.  In contemporary visual culture there is a marked transition from pre-existing archival practices of preserving, assembling, recording, storing and exhibiting analogue information. Today these approaches are significantly expanded and diversified due to digital technologies. Digital archives enable different representational modes of memory embodied through electronic images. To speak of the digital archive is to speak of the seamlessly networked performance and virtually limitless storage capacities that database technology affords. Computerised databases enable easier user-access to a broad range of new media operations and its digital objects. Under these provisions they contribute to the networked capabilities of digital archives and provide accessible means to document preserve and negotiate digitally inscribed records. This point is well exemplified in the groundswell of museums, art galleries and creative practitioners from across the world that now enable global public access to the digital representations of their art collections via online archives and interactive virtual gallery spaces.  These operations underscore the expanding nature of digital distribution in contemporary visual culture where situations are 
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created to connect technology with human interaction. This trend holds important implications for the ‘participatory’ relationships between the creative practitioner and the outputs from their creative process and the spectator and the intelligent systems of computers (Popper, 1993). Forms of interactivity with different kinds of computer software are now key factors in this endeavour. Databases thus perform a supportive function in creative based research and are important to the recording, development and presentation of diverse forms of cultural production.  The role of electronic devices is also central to the development of my art. My digital archive offers photographic testimony to the autonomous field of accumulated artistic interactions that have occurred. The collective chronological organisation of its photographic representations foregrounds the passing of time and articulates the historical connections between my modified art works, its digitialisation and my creative process.  As my project has developed I have become increasingly focused on the digital navigation of events. Thus the materiality of my art objects has become of secondary importance to the immaterial and encoded digital documentation of creative interactions. The digitisation of the referent has preserved the various stages of image development in multiple virtual platforms while the tangible art form has been destroyed. Therefore these virtual images also represent the temporal remnants of artworks that are no longer extant. Because my digital archive is essentially a linked array of its data structures, all digital objects carry a temporal equivalency (Manovich, 2001). I have therefore imposed a system of chronological organisation onto my computer folders to assist me in my working process. This process enables a retrospective viewpoint as well as the tracking of updated temporal records.  
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My digital archive constitutes three database functions that are essential to the entire project context. Firstly my final exhibition showcases the dynamic and rhizomatic nature of the project that is open to infinite connections and segmentaries through its multifaceted and morphing art works. It canvasses the past representation of my archive-work as ‘a work in progress’. As Bourriaud suggests, ...the contemporary work of art does not position itself as a termination point of the ‘creative process’ (a ‘finished product’ to be contemplated) but as a site of navigation, a portal, a generator of activities (Bourriaud, 2005:19). Similarly, my database therefore contains the digital recasting of images constructed from binary code. It foregrounds technical reproduction as a mode of symbolic temporal representation of my 
ongoing creative process. The periodic digital documentation of my creative production is easily accessible in this system of operation. The computer folder system automatically organises my navigation of digital metadata. The seamless connection between ‘new structure[s], new interface[s], new image[s] and new scale[s]’, provide a virtually unlimited opportunity for creative invention (Manovich, 2003: 19). As such I am able to strategically rework its content through a digital interface with endlessly multiplying and parallel virtual spaces.  Secondly my ongoing engagement with the digital database is essential for my creative process. My database of virtual objects becomes the substitute representative form and site for my artistic practice. My digital translation and transference of recorded data opens up creative opportunity through the combination of technological processes and the modification of plastic aspects of virtual pictorial space. This process in turn continually gives rise to new possible meanings for my art. 
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I exploit the software applications of Photoshop and Premier Pro to build new virtual objects from my computer program’s capabilities in two ways. Firstly, computer adjustments include the manipulation of the two dimensional aspects of screen images in virtual space. By accessing different layers of my images I am able to periodically alter individual aspects of the composition. Additionally I reformat, edit, juxtapose, resize, crop, superimpose, rotate and impose chromatic variation to regenerate my images. Secondly, I use computer functions that re-model the virtual image to create a three dimensional effect. I refer to the graphic illusion of tearing the virtual fabric of the screen image to render the underlying spatial dimension of cyberspace or re-fabricating the digital pictorial surface through distortion, stretching and erasure. My moving images are built from the film animation of these developed virtual stills. This motion technique also makes it possible to halt a moving sequence mid-stream to isolate and rework an individual image frame. The technological transfer of my photographic images between the actual environment through digital encoding, into virtual space and then reconversion into hardcopy is another modification of my original work. Under this circumstance, the printer mechanism thus becomes the surrogate method of paint transference. This iterative strategy of digitalisation and transference into hard copy denotes the continual shifts in the syntaxes of representation between painting, photography and the digitised construction of the image. Additionally the interactivities implicit in my creative process illustrate multiple spatio-temporal connections between real and digital spaces.  Thirdly my practical research component is presented through the representation of electronic images in a database and thus is a 
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method of translation for the viewer. These digital representations are the mediated record of the photographic traces of my past creative engagements. It shifts the viewer’s gaze from the physical world to the representative world of digital documentation and the technological translation of my images to the PC screen. When viewed as a linear chronology my database becomes a conceptual lens through which to view and map the evolving creative connection of art forms to the presentness of real time. Thus memory and time are continually intertwined in the networked production, manipulation, digitalisation and mediatisation of new art works. 
3.7 ARTISTIC EXEMPLARS: 
GERHARD RICHTER Gerhard Richter has been influential to my project, especially in relation to his archival project, Atlas (1962- present), and his large format gestural abstract paintings - Abstrakte Bilder. I begin with my discussion of Atlas. ATLAS (1962- present) 
Atlas is an encyclopaedic accumulation of borrowed and reworked images. Its artistic structure and composition defies conventional categories. ‘Atlas is an ‘organism’ which develops further and changes’, Friedel notes (Friedel, 2006:17). It is an ever-expanding artwork of diverse content and consequently represents a space of continual change.   As a visual archive of over 5000 juxtaposed and heterogeneous images Atlas represents the ongoing and systematic accumulation of diverse artistic themes, genres, styles, experiments, and media. For example, the content references historical artistic categories, 
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Richter’s own painting and photographic experiments, working process models, sketched ideas and reworked painting studies. It also includes imagery from Richter’s personal photographic family albums, the holocaust, German political events, the quotidian and commercial, pornography and the mass media (newspaper, magazine and advertisement clippings). This evolving art form enters the public domain as book publications, updated internet access and constantly revamped international touring exhibitions. This assemblage of works is selectively edited by Richter in each new exhibition venue as he demands that the actual art work panels are displayed differently each time, as in the 1974, 1976 and 1989 exhibitions (Richter in Harrison, 2005).                                              Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.               
Figure 9.  Gerhard Richter, Atlas, Zeitungs- & Albumfotos Newspaper & Album photographs, 
1962, Atlas Sheet: 5 & 6.  
www.gerhard richter.com/art/atlas.php?1158 
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Figure 10. Gerhard Richter, Atlas panels. Installation Dia Centre, New York, 1995. 
http://www.mediaartnet.org/works/atlas/images/2/  In Atlas, figures 9 and 10, Richter’s practice calls into question how the equivalencies and oppositions between pictorial regimes like abstract paintings and photographs are perceived and contextualised. The aesthetic subject matter in Atlas is so expansive in fact that it tests the underlying social, mnemonic and cultural values by which systems of representation are interpreted (Buchloh in Buchloh, Chevier, Zweite, and Rochlitz, 2000:23-30). While Atlas is essentially an archive of photographs, both Richter’s and others, it is also significant to his painting practice.  
Atlas is an open repository of documented events relating to Richter’s exploration of the intrinsic character of painting itself. His relentless examination of the pictorial, spatial, optical, chromatic and plastic dimensions of painting implies a new way of seeing which corresponds with the reality of painting. His painting practice continues to set up relationships between how we perceive 
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painting optically and phenomenally as a medium, and how we understand it as a subject and a topic.  
Atlas is also an expanding and reconfigured vehicle of record for the multiple representations of his ongoing painting practice. On one level the photographic documentation of his creative output act as mnemonic cues for his actual work. On another level Richter uses 
Atlas as a source and ‘reference work’ for his painterly expression and continued image development (Friedel, 2007:16). Through his painting practice Richter bleeds the formal boundaries between painting and photography. He challenges painting and photographic conventions, histories and ways of perceiving painting and photography. The conceptual inversions of his painted-over photographs and photo-paintings challenge the viewer to distinguish between the depicted referent, and the echo of its painted, blurred and photographic representation. Through the correspondences made between combined painterly surfaces and the represented photographic referent Richter produces a disconcerting visual illusionism (Heynen, 2000). It is here that the subject of the work and the tactile and optical surface qualities of the medium continually entwine. This visual ambiguity generates new experiential meanings. Painterly and photographic experience, and abstraction and representation are continually overlapped and reframed. Richter does this by using painting as a force to reference different kinds of perceptual and mimetic realities (Grasskamp, 2008: 150). He plays with the balances between the primacy of paint’s materialities and the visual sensations of represented photographic illusionism to ‘make photographs by other means’ (Richter in Chevrier in Buchloh, Chevier, Zweite, and Rochlitz, 2000: 35). The photographic signifiers associated with variations of light, soft focus, image 
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resolution, blurring of movement, depth of field, and flattened perspective are merged and referenced in the techniques he applies to his paintings. These convergences between photographic techniques and paint materialities redefine the viewing contexts for the images and so render ambiguous these visual regimes and their associated codes.  I was fascinated by the open-endedness of Atlas. The title infers a work in progress exemplified by a limitless potential for new creative interaction and ongoing states of change. This mobility of outcomes indicates an unceasing working process without finite conclusions. It not only extends through time but demonstrates a contextual expansion of relationships between ‘painting and photography, history and memory [and] perception and representation’ (Blazwick, 2003).  The connection between Richter’s Atlas project and my digital archive reside in the understanding of the ‘open’ work as a work in progress.  My creative process develops as an open work as a continuum of evolving engagements between painterly, mechanical and hand manipulated strategies with various spatial realities. These practices function to generate, link and redefine multisensory experiences through my interactions with wet and dry materials, handcrafted processes, surfaces, tools and spaces.  Similarly my archive is characterised as an art of temporal promise and revitalised artistic potential. It embraces the itinerant nature of relations built between expression, reflections and potential new experiences derived from its interdisciplinary mix and relation to new technologies. In this sense I find that the construction of my archive is creatively liberating. The expanding frame of its digitally transformed, recombined and edited virtual images poses the possibility for endless aesthetic adaptation and experience. The 
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remixing of my painterly and handcrafted processes with digital imaging processes enables wide aesthetic possibilities for my art. Through this interdisciplinary approach I am able to expand my painting practice into the spatial realms of the virtual, into changing time-based imagery and on-screen media and moving light projections.   
RICHTER’S ABSTRACT PAINTING Richter is a painter of enormous technical virtuosity and conceptual versatility in both figurative and nonfigurative painting. Part of Richter’s appeal for me lies in his method of abstract painting that builds up an exquisite painterly surface through multiple paint layering and scrape back. Richter’s painting process of applying paint and then wiping it away links to the screen printing practices of Andy Warhol. Through this layered approach to surface he demonstrates painting as an unfolding process of activated decision making and conceptualisation. His revisionary practices also privilege the creative moment that refreshes and connects meticulously executed operations with chance processes. Moreover he draws attention to the phenomenal character of paint. The direct experience of raw paint materiality, mutable surfaces and broad vigorous brushstrokes of his gestural abstractions contrasts with the nuanced adjustments that he perpetually makes to his canvases throughout his creative process. Richter’s spontaneous and painterly approach is actually the product of a tactical blend of controlled accidents and considered visual effects such as retouching and editing existing marks with carefully executed brushstrokes (Storr, 2009:12; Storr, 2003:113-115). In effect, this manipulation of his images points to how Richter’s abstractions are imbued with fundamental conceptual, experiential and perceptual dualities.  
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His application of squeegeed paint and layered translucent glazes in his abstract works is of particular interest to me. This procedure privileges gestural mark making that takes into account the looseness and viscosity of paint flows to simultaneously cancel back and reinvent surfaces. Richter’s Abstraktes Bild (1992), figure 11, illustrates his intuitive and expressionistic applications of vibrant pigments that are laid across the canvas in bold sweeps.                                Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.      
    
Figure 11. Gerhard Richter, Abstraktes Bild (1992) 100 cm x 100 cm, Oil on aluminum. 
http://www.gerhard-
richter.com/exhibitions/detail.php?exID=572&show_per_page=32&page_selected=1&paintID=7
983  His wipe back technique, evident in Abstraktes Bild, obliterates the underpainting while reinvigorating the painterly surface with new aesthetic qualities. In his built up paint layers there is a rich materiality associated with the viscosity of the paint medium. The viewer is confronted by illusionary chromatic depth and opulence. The ensuing opticality evokes a mesmerising spatiality perceived in the formal elements of horizontal paint lines, incised vertical 
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directional lines and the raw beauty of painterly facture upon the surface.  
JACKSON POLLOCK My approach to poured paint is informed by the artworks of Jackson Pollock. Pollock’s mature painting practice is distinguished by experimental action painting techniques that characterised Abstract Expressionism.  I’m particularly interested in Pollock’s method of laying his large format canvases on the floor to access the work from all sides. Pollock’s approach challenged the established conventions associated with the vertical positioning of the canvas against the wall. Its reorientation to the floor altered the gestural manner that paint was administered to the surface, the materiality of paint traces, and the perceptual dynamics involved in reading abstract pictorial space.   Through this horizontal relocation of the painted picture plane he redefined his body in relation to space and the floor and by looking down into his work repositioned his gaze to a bird’s eye view. This procedure enabled him to dispense his paint across the entire surface of the painting from above.  Lee Krasner referred to these effects as creating a ‘sort of unframed space’ (Krasner in Roueche [Interview] cited in Karmel and Varnadoe, 1999). Michael Fried asserts that the evenly applied and ‘allover’ distribution of paint to the picture plane evokes an optical illusion of intermeshed spatiality and figuration (Fried, 1998:79-109). As a result of these overlapping connections a visual tension is created between the conditions of form and formlessness within the pictorial field. Rosalind Krauss likens this characteristic to the index of Pollock’s work (Krauss, 1999:97).     
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Robertson reports that Pollock used to refer to this horizontal positioning of his canvas ‘as the arena in which to act’ (Robertson in Frascina, 2000:286). The radical participatory aspect of Pollock’s painting as a kind of performance is described as ‘telematic’ by Ascott and Shanken. Pollock’s actions played a significant role in calling into question the nature of painting and influenced the re-evaluation of painterly discourse (Ascott and Shanken, 2007:195-196). Ascott’s theory of telematics has at its core the dynamic interplay of networked systems. For art this means that the relationship of the artist’s consciousness, behaviour and creative process form part of an integrated and networked system. He states: ‘artist, artworks and viewer exchange aesthetic information and alter their individual states, thereby transforming the consciousness and behaviour of the (social) system as a whole’ (Ascott in Shanken, 2001).  Pollock has said his technique allowed him to ‘be in the painting’ (Pollock [Interview] in Motherwell and Rosenberg cited in Emmerling, 2009:65). This statement represents his physical interaction with space and his immersive and all absorbing creative process. This mode of practice evoked an expressive creative freedom born out of his intensive meditation with the paint medium at the time of art making. Emmerling likens this profound engagement with his canvas as demonstrating ‘the concentration of a shaman’ (Emmerling, 2009:86).  Pollock’s open and unconscious approach to creating the dribbled paint line, and the pouring and flinging of paint follows the psychic automatism of Surrealism (Siegel, 1999). Andre Breton in The 
Manifesto of Surrealism (1924) defines Surrealism as ‘Psychic automatism in its pure state, by which one proposes to express -- 
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verbally, by means of the written word, or in any other manner -- the actual functioning of thought’ (Breton, 1924). This was an idea linked to Freud’s psychoanalytic theory of the unconscious mind. Freud’s theory connected behaviour to hidden mental states. The technique of free association during therapy manifested as the patient’s ability to talk about anything that came to mind. This engagement with open thought was intended to elicit a cathartic response (Gibson, 2009). As a consequence Surrealists believed that automatism was linked to the pure creative spirit of the subconscious mind that governed free expression and spontaneous behaviour.                                                  Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.     
    
Figure 12. Jackson Pollock, Full Fathom Five, 1947. Oil on canvas with nails, tacks, buttons, key, coins, cigarettes, matches, etc., 50 7/8 x 30 1/8" (129.2 x 76.5 cm). 
http://www.moma.org/collection/object.php?object_id=79070  Pollock’s own statement confirms this position. He says:  When I am in my painting, I’m not aware of what I’m doing. It is only after a sort of ‘get acquainted period’ that I see what I have been about. I have no fears about making changes, etc, destroying the image because the painting has a life of its own (Pollock [Interview] in Roueche cited in Karmel and Varnadoe, 1999).  
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Pollock’s performative method of paint delivery enabled the free and gestural manipulation of paint. The results of this energetic method of paint delivery are apparent in Full Fathom Five (1947), figure 12, where the delicate trails of paint skeins appear as densely interwoven patterns. These linear elements appear to crawl across the flat surface plane and knot into one another in lacy webs across the embedded debris of the surface. Collectively these overlapped marks and dense surfaces convey a pattern of rhythmic intensity that generates a complex visuality.  Like Pollock I employ improvisational action painting practices. I identify with Pollock’s exploration of ‘the dynamics of spontaneity and flow’ of paint (Rohn, 1987:42). I thus borrow from Pollock’s practices that yield to gravity as a means to animate my paint. My work is initially laid on the floor when paint is poured onto it. Gravity pulls the paint downwards regardless of its angle of drying. In its movement it creates spontaneous runs of pooling paint. How the paint spills across the horizontal surface to eventually congeal and dry relies on time in relation to its innate viscosity, the forces of gravity and the surrounding temperature. When these freely flowing paint processes are mixed with handmade practices there is a physical displacement of the fluid medium as it pools around voids or stitches.  These effects cannot be predicted in advance. They happen in the moment of interaction. Because the movement of the paint is hindered on its journey across the work it is pushed into areas that cannot be foreseen.  It also seeps across and partially covers represented photographic forms. These areas become quickly saturated and the paint slowly permeates the surrounding paper ground, creating novel inscriptions of painterly movement across the planar surface. 
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Pollock’s interaction with paint, space and canvas has been described as a kind of performance. Likewise in my art production there is also a strong performative element. The complex and iterative nature of my art means that my working strategies are organised through a kind of choreography around image retrieval and deconstruction, technical revision, painting and spatial re-organisation. Indeed, my engagements with diverse media techniques involve set performances that I enact to carry out my creative goals. As Stevens and Hall indicate:  Individuals learn through interactions with people and things, and, learning is not just the development of mental structures but also of the development of embodied knowledge and practice, or disciplined perception, through the resources of talk, embodied action, particular tools and representations, practitioners learn and use their bodies in co-ordinated ways that reflect modes of thought, verbal discourse and ways of seeing within a discipline (Stevens and Hall in Fournier, 2004:198).  Likewise in my practice it is essential that my creative output caters for both managed and aleatoric creative environments. Chance pushes the direction of my working processes towards unpredictable outcomes that privilege the free play of the medium. This evolves from approaches that connect creative novelty and diversity with unexpected, unpredictable, random and accidental means. Chance occurrence also offers unusual tangents that usher in new ways to consider the problem at hand. I employ a form of painterly automatism that embraces the chance accident as the unknown quality of paint forms are repetitively poured or dripped onto my digital images from above.  Another painter in tune with the spontaneity of painterly gesture and influential to my practice is Lucio Fontana. 
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LUCIO FONTANA Fontana’s Spazialismo (Spatialism theory) sought to liberate painting from the two dimensional flatness of the picture plane and the fixity of depiction associated with representational and illusionary space. Through this theory of painting Fontana (and his colleagues Giorgio Kaisserlian, Beniaminio Joppolo, Milena Milani in the first manifesto, and Giorgio Kaisserlian, Beniaminio Joppolo, Milena Milani, Antonio Tullier and Gianni Dova in the second manifesto) sought to mobilize the forces of existence via the manipulation of matter (Nechvatal in Bee and Schor, 2000).  In the age of scientific discovery, this theory took notice of the advances in new technologies of the day (telecommunications, radio, television, fluorescent lighting, and space travel) and sought to bridge the perceived gaps between art and science.      Fontana was informed by scientific knowledge about the universe and cosmology to conceive a new found dynamism within art that connected space within and beyond the picture plane. His theoretical proposition conflated notions of movement, energy, matter, colour, time/space, light and sound in art. The intention was to expand the sense of immediacy enabling a greater awareness of ‘the fourth dimension’ in art. This refers to the temporal as well as spatial relation of parts.  Malleability, mobility and directness of experience were other developmental art concepts that were proposed (Fontana in Harrison & Wood, 1992: 642-649).                                    
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               Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.  
    
Figure 13.   Lucio Fontana, Concetto Spaziale, 1949. White paper mounted on canvas. 
Fondazione Lucio Fontana, Milan. http://emilypothast.wordpress.com/2009/07/13/eternal-but-not-immortal-painting-under-attack-at-seattle-art-museum/  Fontana creates conceptual, creative and sublime environments.  He perforates the surface of his work through tagli (cuts) and buchi (holes). By slicing through the surface of his work Fontana invokes the void, the black holes of deep space, nothingness, extension, infinite space, openness, presence and absence and connection. He also actualizes real space in its dynamic form by uniting matter and the forces of mobility, time and space (Hess, 2006).  Penetration of the picture plane transforms his work in two ways.  The painting becomes an ‘object’ transformed by its spatial openings and connection with the surrounding physical environment (Nechvatal in Bee and Schor, 2000). Spatial interiors and exteriors beyond the picture frame are also intertwined with the viewer’s gaze. Painting’s illusionary space, bound by the structure of the stretcher, becomes a conceptual location for the activation of space by expressive action: the slice. Through that action Fontana draws awareness to the moment of material transformation of his painting in relation to space.   
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My practice is informed by Fontana’s Spazialismo theory of painting in that I continually rupture the surface of my work through deliberate interventions of incising, piercing, tearing, scoring, scuffing and weaving. The act of cutting visibly exposes and opens up matter into its spatial envelope.  Some piercing processes occur rapidly while others are labour intensive and exacting. Works can be wholly or partially destroyed through incision or erased by surface scratching.  Repeated slicing into the surface exposes the fragility of the material and the ephemeral nature of the underlying image.   
 
Figure 14. T. Barnett. Morph 1. Digital image, March 2008-February 2009, woven printed digital 
tear.  The photographic representations of my images are also digitally re-imaged to simulate a tear, stretching or crumpling in the digital fabric of the image. As a result of this process voids appear to open up the digital image and reveal the perceptual illusion of three dimensional cyberspaces on the computer monitor.   I have described the influential painting practices of Gerhard Richter, Jackson Pollock and Lucio Fontana. What follows is a discussion about how memory and time are evoked in the installation based works of Ann Hamilton and Janet Laurence.  
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ANN HAMILTON Through her art Ann Hamilton brings attention to the qualities of integrated sensory experience arising out of the physical interaction with complex immersive environments (Copeland, 2011). Hamilton is well known for her sensitive and multi-sensate installations that include co-ordinated performances, video and sound-based work. Her art is constructed in response to particular architectural sites and involves creating complex synesthetic experiences. She thoroughly researches, relating cultural associations and historical elements with architectural space prior to the exhibition. As a result her exhibition venue becomes part of the installations structural and symbolic reference points. Rooms are cleared, walls are removed, windows are exposed and connections are orchestrated between physical spaces. In these spaces there is a merging and blurring of the human sensorium where juxtaposed materials are chosen for their associations with human senses (i.e. sight, sound, touch, taste, smell). Hamilton’s installations are composite experiences with multiple implications and resonant meanings. Her installations often consist of several component parts that involve large quantities of raw or organic materials. The relationship of these collected materials is richly evocative.  Through these approaches she focuses upon the manner in which existence is generated, perceived, absorbed and constrained. At times Hamilton incorporates a living presence in her installations. This could be a plant, an animal or participant. This individual is usually involved in the deeply meditative activities of particular hand making processes like embroidery, or the manual actions of erasure and undoing. This performative dimension of her installations highlights her continued interest in the rhythmic and 
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liminal engagements of the body, mind, eye and hand gestures in time and space. Simultaneously the action of making underscores the human experience of temporal unfolding.                    Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.        
Figure 15. Ann Hamilton, Tropos, 1993-1994, Installation, horsehair, chair, electric burner, gavel, 
audiotape and speakers. 
http://www.annhamiltonstudio.com/projects/tropos.html  
Tropos (1993-1994), figure 15, is an example where Hamilton links multi-sensorial experience to different forms of knowledge (Cooke, 2007). Hamilton adapted the term ‘Tropos’ from the biological condition of ‘tropism’. This term refers to the way that an organism turns towards or away from external stimuli such as light, heat or gravity (Smith, 1993). The materials used in this installation have ambiguous meaning. Enormous quantities of stitched bundles of horsehair are laid out across the entire breadth of the floor. The rippling of this material across the floor connotes the expanse and movement of an undulating sea. Playing in the background is the muffled sound of a male’s voice, struggling to speak. The clear glass 
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windowpanes located on the exterior walls of the room have been replaced by translucent glass. The quality of the light transmitted into the room is distinctly seen as it filters through the windows but the view from the windows outwards is occluded. The room is cavernous but enclosed and in the centre an individual sits on a chair facing the diffused light. This person appears silently absorbed in the progressive task of blackening out written text in a book by burning the script line by line. The gradual transformation of the text into scorched paper traces and rising smoke marks time’s passage as the expression of the transitory moment and an ever-changing event. The smoke is also absorbed by the carpeted horsehair and is thus emitted as a faint trace smell that is smelt by the viewer. This olfactory sensation then draws together different physical senses and experiential associations. As Hamilton states, through these overlapping engagements of cross sensory processes and reflection in her art, she demonstrates how the ‘word is again materialised’ (Hamilton in Simon and Hamilton, 2006:113).                                                                 Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.   
     
Figure 16.  Ann Hamilton, Myein, (1999), The United States Pavilion 
48th Venice Biennale 1999.Venice, Italy. June 13 -November 7, 1999 Materials: four skylights, 
glass and gridded steel wall (18’ x 90’), wood table, white cloths, mirrored glass, vinyl powder, 
auger system, electronic controllers, plaster, recorded voice, digital audio, computer, sixteen 
speakers. 
http://www.annhamiltonstudio.com/projects/myein.html Hamilton’s work thus addresses overlapping temporality, visibility and invisibility, erasure, transience and loss. In Myein (1999), figure 
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16, Hamilton uses the titular Greek term to reference the unseen, inexplicable but pervasive aspects of American society.  The sound of Abraham Lincoln’s speech about The Civil War plays in the background. Hamilton’s installation also brings into visibility the Braille translation of Charles Reznikoffe’s poem, Testimony: The 
United States (1885-1890). This poem metaphorically connects to ideas of social uncertainty in The United States. Reznikoffe states that his intention in writing this poem was to ‘create by selection, arrangement and the rhythm of the words used [as] a mood or feeling’ (Reznikoffe in Dembo [Interview], 1969). Similarly Hamilton translates Reznikoffe’s spoken poetic cadence into the optical cadence of visual patterning in the raised braille dots. The installation is constructed so that fuchsia powder dusts the raised wall braille transcriptions of the poem from above. The delicate settlement of the pink powder throws the braille characters of the raised point reading system into relief. Hamilton transforms the braille dots by generating a new visual context and intermixed aural experience.  Hamilton is influential to my practice on two fronts. Firstly, I am interested in her focus on the visibility and invisibility of material processes and experiential engagements by which a work is created. The acts of making, unmaking and remaking of new experiences often underpin her work. Similarly in my practice it is the ongoing transformation of my art, and the unseen but ongoing material practices that brings into consciousness the ever present but changing circumstances of my art in time.  Secondly, I incorporate olfactory perception in my work. Smell is an invisible sensory experience but I recognize that it has a potent facility to envelop, touch and be internalized by the viewer. There is an immediate intimacy and responsiveness associated with the 
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sense of smell. To my mind it parallels memory through its invasive and evocative qualities to transport us to another place and time. Thus in my final exhibition the delicate perfume of lavender oil permeated all gallery spaces of The Block, QUT. I used smell to allude to the trace echoes of past personal memories that persistently permeate our thoughts. Similarly over the duration of the exhibition the aroma lingered for a while and then gradually dissipated. It eventually was subsumed by the original smells of the gallery space.  
JANET LAURENCE I am drawn to the installation work of Janet Laurence because she depicts the vulnerability of nature and shows how it is subject to the vicissitudes of time. Laurence presents an ecological perspective about our precarious encounters with the environment. Her work thus examines thresholds of experience pertaining to the physical, spatial, temporal, visual and sensory. Glass and other materials are used for their emblematic functions and speak of transient processes, delicate alchemical transformations, and the dematerialization of matter and temporal traces.  Laurence’s fascinating installation work evokes the interconnected and liminal conditions of our existence and interaction with nature.  Her collections thus allude to the processes of transformation that are constant reminders of the mutability of time. This idea is expressed in her work Periodic Table series (1997), figure 17, where the juxtaposed metallic surfaces of zinc, nickel, brass, silver aluminium and copper have been treated with coatings of wax, oil and shellac. Corrosive substances have been poured over them to faintly inscribe marks and deposit residues. In assembling panels of uniform size together Laurence presents an opportunity for the spectator to evaluate the similarities and differences in the various 
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surfaces. The surfaces also represent the unpredictable changes that time reveals.                   Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.        
Figure 17. Janet Laurence, Sodium Spill from the Periodic Table series, (1997), aluminium, 
various pigments, oil glaze. 
http://www.janetlaurence.com/periodic-table/                                  Image removed to satisfy copyright permission.          
Figure 18. Janet Laurence, Frieze (2005), glass, oil paint. 
http://www.janetlaurence.com/frieze/  
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Another work by Laurence, entitled Frieze, (2005), figure 18, is a spatial structure of overlapped transparencies. Various surfaces have been poured over by translucent glazes and are fused together in layers. The work appears at once material and immaterial as the viewer’s gaze is extended into the background space. Visual ambiguity is conveyed through overlaid painterly veils that cover and partially reveal its reflected forms. The blurring of edges and a composite of the reflective surfaces contributes to this effect. The viewer is invited to simultaneously meditate on the work as a slowly changing external landscape. In this way the visual experience of the viewer and the perceived subject are continually linked. My work connects to the practice of Janet Laurence especially with regard to the revision of memory and its connections to transient experience. To understand the nature of transience requires an examination of how human perception is shaped by processes of change and temporal experience. There is evidently a deeply symbiotic relation between perception, space and temporal experience. Researchers agree that transient experience is a product of temporal reasoning informed by ‘spatial cues’. The past and present are ascribed as mental frames of temporal reference that connect it to an individual’s ‘psychological reality’ (McGlone and Harding in Evans, 2011).  I also consider that the accretion of perceptions unfold in the private spaces of memory and are affected by individual experiences through time. My art seeks to offer a correlation to this phenomenon in its crossing of analogue and new media boundaries, spatial connectedness and dispersal, and shifts between digital and analogue forms of representation. This mobility between imaging technology and physiological experience has consistently informed 
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the conceptual changes in my artistic project and the kinds of visuality presented in my images. There are two facets of my practice that anticipate the fragmentary, mobile and morphing characteristics of transient experience. This correspondence between transient mnemonic experience and my art follows particular processes when elaborated in material forms. Firstly, the intrinsic material properties of my paintings are visibly altered through the photo-documentation of my work over time. The continuous integration of photographic traces into my digital archive also symbolises the recovery of the past referents via representation. The move to digital encoding of an image represents a spatial re-distribution and pixilation of information as it depends upon the operational logic of the computer. In addition, the three dimensional qualities of painterly mark making are reduced through digital conversion. The resultant flattening of facture draws attention to the mechanics of technological representation and its effect upon the physicality of surface and surface depiction.  Secondly, the open-endedness of my digital archive facilitates a continuum of my practice. This continuum is transient equivalent of change over time so in effect the constant introduction of new forms of art prevents my digital archive from being envisaged as a permanent and fixed spatial entity. The organised digital representations of my historical engagements, formations and transformations of my art connote the transience of temporal experience and present an embodied image of the flow of time. These processes are intended to act in a commensurate manner in which the artistic fields I generate reflect the valences of transient human perceptual and mnemonic experience. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESCRIPTION OF MY PRACTICE 
4.1 PAINTING: A POST-MEDIUM FOCUS My point of departure proceeds from a post-medium focus understood within a heterogeneous and multidimensional postmodern field where hybrid technological and transforming interdisciplinary arts practices abound (Jameson, 2002:6). In the following chapter I begin by framing my understanding of postmodernism.  I follow with an explanation of my work that is underpinned by post-medium painting perspectives that incorporate combined new media tools and processes. In understanding postmodernism I cite Jean-Francois Lyotard’s interpretation in the Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (1979) as an influential text. Lyotard speaks of the postmodernist condition as the ‘incredulity towards metanarratives’ that contests Modernism’s ‘narrowly historicized’ boundaries. Rather than break with modernist directions, postmodernism develops out of modernism in a continuously ‘nascent state’ (Lyotard: 1984:79). The postmodern is framed by its critical scrutiny and transition from those historical, social, political and cultural practices associated with nineteenth and early twentieth century economic capitalism, science, the Enlightenment, literature and art (Felix Geyr, 1996). Postmodernism thus involves a set of strategies that persistently questions the legitimacy and univocity of past knowledge (Lyotard, 1979: 77). The implications for contemporary cultural practice involve discourse that is experimental in its engagement with intertextual connections and strategies of emergence. As a result there is a conceptual focus on plurality, temporality, the image and the simulacrum, difference, fragmentation, dissonance, transition, hyperreality and 
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transformation (Aylesworth, 2010). Internationally renowned art critic Hal Foster explains postmodernism this way:  Postmodernism is concerned with a critical deconstruction of tradition, not an instrumental pastiche of pop-or pseudo-historical forms, with a critique of origins, not a return to them. In short it seeks to question rather than exploit cultural codes, to explore rather than conceal social and political affiliations (Foster, 1985: x).  These ideas are commensurate with my expansionary creative practice that reaches into an interdisciplinary terrain of ‘post-medium’ contemporary practice. My abstract painting therefore is informed by the cultural context of ‘art after postmodernism’. It denotes a pluralist perspective generated by an unbounded creative exploration and conceptualisation of my painting through intermixed digital tools and transforming practices. I agree with James Mann, curator of the Las Vegas Art Museum, who explains the postmodern context in this way: In the wake of the complete, analytic dismantlement of high art, art after Post-Modernism now rises as a total exploration of expressive resources and possibilities, an entirely new manner and degree of incorporating and innovating many different kinds of artistic expression from the widest possible range of cultural origins and cultural levels (Mann, n.d.). Through my art I play with postmodernist concepts of temporality, digital translation, ambiguity, simultaneity, spatial plasticity and mediated representation. Therefore my creative process involves the continual development of my archive through the ongoing revision and digital documentation of my material painterly interventions and my computerised revisions. Through my strategy of living inquiry in my archive-work I challenge the notion of the ‘finished’ product. 
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In my material creative process my mediums of choice include a mix of inks, house-paints, resins, varnishes and gels. My painting transgresses traditional boundaries (associated with the intermixing of the painting’s surface, its illusionary spatial dimension, and its overlaid materialities) with handcrafted elements and application of technological tools to the computerised representation of the image. I include handmade qualities by incising or loosely stitching waxed threads and weaving into my digital images with photographic paper strips. These combined practices serve to disrupt the conventional pictorial field and create new blended aesthetic forms via mixed visual syntaxes of actual drip painting, hand weaving, perforation and digital representation.  As a result I build up visuality in my images through the alternate layering of material painterly practices and new media applications. My strategy to merge painting with the digitally mediated reflects the conditions of ‘immediation’ of ‘post-media painting’ (Weibel, 2006).  The ‘post-media condition’ or ‘post-medium’ is an idiom that references the re-invention, extension and re-articulation of Clement Greenberg’s distinctly formalist and medium specific conception of ‘medium’. Post-medium art broke with Greenbergian propositions (Krauss, 2000; Krauss, 1999:26; Hawker, 2004) and eclipses conventional painting practices to interface with digital media.  Gerhard Richter’s painting practice is a case in point and has been very influential on my practice. Rosemary Hawker explains that Richter’s development of post-medium practice evades definition per se, nominating his claim to ‘paint photographs’ or construct photopaintings as exemplary. Hawker states that his ‘blurring or spoiling of the image’ confuses the reading of his work as either a photographic representation or an accidental painterly construct 
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(Hawker, 2004). In line with this thinking Weibel observes that the post-medium condition involves ‘visuality in context’. It mingles the ‘mediated visuality’ of the electronically coded image with the immediate materiality of the painted mark (Weibel in Peterson, Bogh, Dam Christensen and Larsen, 2010:12). This approach to ‘mediated visuality’ is commensurate with my experimental strategies. Painting lies at the core of my practice but it is continually remixed and translated by digital applications. Through such interactions processes of electronic translation, digital transference, photo media manipulation and sculptural projection occur. Connecting painting to new media challenges the existing knowledge frame surrounding the conventions of inter-media translation. My incorporation of new media strategies enables an expansion of the ongoing and transformative relations of my painting. As a result my interactions between digital imaging, virtual manipulation and moving and still projection invite new associations of meaning between these parallel platforms of production and the tangible and representational dimensions of paint forms.  When art forms are translated by any mediated process there is an automatic shift into another mode of representation. This imparts a new visual language governed by the expression of the associated visual codes of that visual idiom. This form of visual boundary shifting is well established in the field of photography for instance, where the referent is visibly translated into light via the camera’s aperture, and further into print via electronic processing. It also occurs in animation, where constructed pre-production work incorporates diverse media processes that are translated via the visual techniques of the projected moving image (Wells and Hardstaff, 2008).  
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In the development of my hybrid outcomes and my art’s extension into the technologically mediated landscape of virtual space, it calls into question how perception is mediated differently by the interfolding of the visual signifiers of painterly, handcrafted and technical mediums. This process occurs through the mediated modes of photo-documentation and by installation-based displays of multiple and technologically transmitted works. In this way my research foregrounds the porosity of existing frames of meaning surrounding contemporary painting. 
 
Figure 19. T. Barnett, Vertigo 23, March 2008-February 2009, Blurred dots and Discs Folder, 
Digital Archive.  My art work, Vertigo 23, Figure 19, exemplifies this approach. As wet mediums flood across overlapped photographic or digital surfaces, residues of freely flowing paint traces are merged and appear optically conjoined. The visual codes associated with the material and photographic representations of different paints, resin, and inks are merged through my digital remediation of my work with my handiwork. There is a perceptual ambiguity of the 
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work’s tangibly sliced and photographically rendered surface phenomena.  The digital translation and mediation of my work reconfigures the materiality of my painting into a representation - ‘a citation’- of my painting (Hawker, 2002: 543-544). In these instances, the electronic image transfer generates another form of visuality. This digitalised translation - this extension of the compressed codified information into cyber space - represents an exchange between materialities associated with the painting process and its technological manipulation and spatial presentation. This generates a merging of the visual regimes of painting, digital imaging, projection and photographic re-presentation. What is fascinating for me is that the linking of these spatial and temporal processes precipitates the formation of new optical spaces that continue to provide new creative possibilities.  
4.2 ABSTRACTION My studio work utilises abstraction as a fundamental visual vocabulary because it offers rich potential for conceptual image development at the intersection of new technology. In order to explore image making to its fullest potential I need access to the creative and conceptual freedoms that abstraction facilitates. My predominant pictorial language is painterly abstraction and this has been informed by the practices of Gerhard Richter, Jackson Pollock and Lucio Fontana. I use these visual regimes to experiment with the expressive agencies of my painting processes in league with practices such as photography, weaving and filmic manipulation and chance effects.  As such my paintings are abstract palimpsests where the motifs of paint dripping and spatter are continually integrated into the 
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woven grid, gestural slice and digital representation. My work thus depicts the spatial transformation of paint marks as they shift between two and three-dimensional space and are incorporated into other processes like collage, digital montage and projection. The merging of these visual regimes alludes to the connectedness between different spatial environments. My archive illustrates this idea of spatial extension through the ongoing construction of multi-part art forms.  By gradually building upon previous art as a working strategy I allude to the slow evolutionary processes of time. In this way my practices are almost geological, focusing on the movements between new material states and the traces of previous processes. For example, residues accumulate and are bleached by solvents or destroyed by acts of perforation or scratching away. These approaches play with painterly reality and illusion as demonstrated by my multi-media work entitled Stream, Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20. T.Barnett. Stream, Reworked digital image from Tear, Score, Paint Folder, April 2008-
June 2009, Digital Archive.  
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In this work the tangible paint mark on the right of the composition is translated via digital imaging and reprinted. The addition of slicing conveys an optical ambiguity of real space that contrasts with the two dimensional photographic depiction of part of a painting. This phenomenon of retinal illusionary contrast has always been an area of interest in my art. Subsequently in the following section I explain my connection to Wollheim’s concept of ‘twofoldness’. 
4.3 CONNECTION TO WOLLHEIM’S CONCEPT OF 
‘TWOFOLDNESS’ In my art work titled, In League, figure 21, overlaid processes of handcraft, painterly gesture and digitalisation convey an optical ambiguity that is also commensurate with Wollheim’s account of ‘twofoldness’.  
                          
Figure 21. T. Barnett, In League, Reworked digital image from Fluid Scored Folder, April 2008-
February 2009, Digital Archive. 
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‘Twofoldness’ refers to the simultaneous perceptual awareness of what is represented and the qualities of incised marks that are configured in relation to the surface plane. Wollheim terms this kind of assimilated perception of phenomena as ‘seeing in’. In Wollheim’s account ’seeing in’ extends perception and links the psychological associations of pictorial representations to aesthetic functions (Janaway, 2006: 225). The emphasis in this cognitive process is placed upon the play of conceptualisations associated with ‘pictorial construing’ and the interplays of prior knowledge and memory. This cognitive process integrates our phenomenological engagement of visual experience and activates further imaginative approaches in thinking (Roeloffs in Van Gerwen, 2001: 24-55). The application of Wollheim’s theory to my own creative practice can be described in the following way: the viewer, in attending to my art, slowly gains awareness of the correlation between the digitally represented painting and the multiple physical layering of various techniques and handcrafted processes that have been overlayed to conjointly construct the surface.  
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Figure 22. T. Barnett, The Lost Moment, Reworked digital image from Fluid Scored Folder, April 
2008-February 2011, Digital Archive.  My work entitled The Lost Moment, figure 22, follows this direction where I have applied perforated patterns onto the photographic image of my ink painting. The illusion of freely flowing paint that has saturated the work’s surface blurs the edges of forms and makes them less distinct. This effect produces at once an optical synthesis of the represented painterly figure and ground and the illusion of materiality of the pictorial surface that is in shallow relief.  
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Figure 23. T. Barnett, Flood, Reworked digital image, Fluid Scored April 2008- February 2011 
Folder, Digital Archive.  Another work, Flood, Figure 23, consists of a digital composite of a stretched and duplicated representation of a watercolour painting. The inclusion of vertical incisions into the surface defines the spatial flatness of the pictorial plane while correlating the three dimensionality of the painting as an object in space. The perforated paintings of Lucio Fontana have significantly informed this approach. My surface punctures evoke Lucio Fontana‘s buchi (perforations) and are informed by the painting Concetto Spatiale (1949). This integrated visual effect of the tangibility of surface and illusionary depiction of depth, (conveyed primarily via deepened colour value towards the centre of the composition) contributes to the optical sensation of twofoldness.  
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4.4 MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPT OF MEMORY IN MY 
WORK In the following section I delineate my understanding of memory that is subject to variable experience. My art seeks to exploit the precariousness of memory and its evolution across time. Researchers of memory agree that human memory is a responsive, vulnerable, generative and subjective faculty linked to the cognitive coding of sensory data. These understandings result from multiple embodied experiences of the individual that evolve over time (Marcel, 1983b:238-300; Rowlands, 1999; Strauss and Quinn, 1997; Sutton, 2010b: 189-225). Memory is continually animated as we perceive and interact with an ever-changing phenomenal world. Through this engagement recollections accrue from correspondence between experiences, changed events and historical contexts activated in consciousness. These mental faculties are ‘content-driven’ and ‘distributable’. They form constantly shifting relations between our encoded experiences. These experiences are in turn animated through the process of anamnesis (Gabora, 2007: 2-10).    My installation work seeks to address this slipperiness of memory to incite my own historical affiliations. As the research attests, memory’s capacity to recall across time enables the revision of our anamnetic associations with the relative present. According to Deleuze the present exists in a continual flux of becoming. This process is one constituted by its ongoing formation.  This infers that the present is perceived as relative in time to the experience of the moment. The past is thus differentiated by the evolution of changing events (Wilber in Garfield, 2000).   Recollection occurs in the currency of the moment because we live in the continual present. It is instantaneous and always in the 
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relative present as a condition of consciousness engaging with lived reality. Time always appears to flow on and is recognised by consciousness through change, which occurs with the perception that the relative present merges fluidly and continually into the past. Because my working practices rely upon effecting transformation there is a focus on the sensation of movement from pre-existing to new states. Furthermore there is a correlation between the transformative potential of time and memory’s interconnected and mobile correspondence with the passage of time. This idea is commensurate with the evolving and co-existent and merged visual forms in my installation work.  Consequently I believe that as time evolves so do we change by our participation in it. In acknowledging the totality of time, which includes past, present and future, we have an expectation and anticipation of the future that is yet to be realised. This forward projection underscores the understanding that the sense of the future resides in consciousness as a ‘dimension of the present’ (Deleuze, 1994: 71- 92).  This idea affirms that because the future has yet to be written it is therefore open to unlimited possibility. The field of future potential is thus predicated on uncertainty, indeterminacy and contingent upon circumstance. However I believe that this potential for change also presents a rationale for the creative adjustment of work strategies and projected outcomes. This method of art production attests to the flexible and responsive manner in which artist’s research. It is my contention that these unfolding directions seed new ideas, critical approaches, and reflexive experiences and are essential revitalising components of knowing the world.   
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4.5 FINAL EXHIBITION EXHALE II, THE BLOCK, QUT, 2012 My graduate exhibition of creative works from this doctorate research project occurred at The Block, QUT, Brisbane, from 25-29th June, 2012. In the following section I elucidate the conceptual framework for this exhibition. I then explain the development of ideas and installation based works evolving out of my digital archive. I present my digital archive and the installation based works on display as indicative of a living enquiry that represents      the interconnected and open ended nature of my creative research practice as related to evolving memory. 
4.6 EXHIBITION FORMAT This exhibition was presented as one large work consisting of many components. The exhibition was set up across the four rooms of the gallery to accentuate the fluid associations between the works on display. The main entry opened into a large room where two large installation based works were positioned on the floor and lighted from above. These works, Angel Flight, figures 24 and 25  and 
Maelstrom, figures 26 and 27, consisted of juxtaposed reworked large format C-Type photographs and moving images that were projected from above. Leading from this gallery were three smaller rooms.  My digital archive was positioned in the central room and replayed as a staggered looping chronology of still and moving images across five computer monitors. Interspersed between these monitors were my digital films. In the two rooms on both sides of the central spaces were projected and looping moving images, entitled Flux, figure 29, and The world is full of moments, Time by 
Four, figure 30. The exhibition space was permeated by the delicate scent of lavender. It was used to reference and evoke the pervasive and 
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mutable affiliations of memory. Like memory the scent of lavender oil has an immediate and lingering presence. The scent pervaded the entire gallery however the smell was stronger in the central room where the digital archive played. As one moved to the surrounding spaces the odour sensation of lavender was more diffused. Over time the smell progressively diminished and was overshadowed by other smells in the gallery. This acted as a correlate for the processes of memory that subtly shift over time. 
4.7 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR FINAL EXHIBITION I believe that memories are simultaneously and spontaneously constructed, and that they enfold historical remembrance and present experience in temporal conjunctions of complex and transforming resonances. My research project offers an analogy to this condition via a particular elaboration of time, which is represented as an enfolded and elastic condition of experience. Through the vehicle of my digital archive and multi-sensory installation based works I use the layering of artistic practices to evoke the mutability of memory. As memory shifts in time my art has evolved in parallel bringing about new connections between experiences and reflections. These directions in turn have kindled new meanings that are interconnected through the movement and change generated by my creative processes. In working across a range of artistic disciplines and technological processes I have examined the relationship of memory to time. This project has enabled my engagement with issues of historical continuity and also facilitated the scrutiny of creative variance in relation to my own individual experience and life. Creative variance continually arises as new ideas facilitate the transformation and reconstruction of my past works. Similarly my digital reconfiguration has redefined the multifaceted and heterogeneous 
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nature of my painting practice. My particular mnemonic focuses of my creative practice have been movement, translation, transition, transience and transformation. Thus this project has prised open new experiential engagements for my painting with the paradigm of the moving image through the contexts of merged imagery, motion, duration, mediatisation and virtual space.  
4.8 CONSOLIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF MY IDEAS IN MY 
ARCHIVE This doctoral project has been guided by the perspectives of Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomics of practice. Inherent to the production of new art forms in my digital archive are the networked interactivities between analogue practices and digital technologies.  In my archive, the continual renegotiation of recycled digital imagery functions in reciprocal relation to the past. This process infers the ongoing reconstruction of historical experience and its associated memories. The progressive accumulation of works in the archive is constitutive of my practice and its historical relations to past, present and future art forms. This suggests that as individual works are continually modified the mnemonic nature and lineage of the archive-work is also reconstructed. My archive thus exists in a continual state of flux because of a perpetual movement between interlinked memories and historical situations. These different mnemonic interactions are contingent upon past events, times, places and circumstances.  This would seem to be confirmed by Hutton who comments on the human need to connect with the past. He suggests that this needs to be tempered by a capacity to reconcile mnemonic perspectives according to a more encompassing and reflective framework of 
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flexible historical interpretation (Hutton, 1993). It is well established that memories are conjured up by consciousness through external stimuli - not just as a single reminiscence, but as a fleet of accompanying recollections and attitudes. In this way my archive and all of the works within it becomes a kind of memory aid. The contemporary psychologist and author Kurt Danziger examines memory as a mediated experience through the assistance of ‘memory aids’, and states Memory storage is a metaphor, yes, but it is based on something more than mere analogy. It is based on a peculiar need of human memory, the fact that people do their remembering in interaction with memory aids. These aids, whether they be marks on stone, letters on wax tablets, or programmable silicon chips, serve as an external memory that greatly magnifies the scope of whatever internal memory capacity humans may be endowed with (Danziger, 2008).  Hansen reaffirms this observation in his commentary: To write a manuscript is to organize thoughts by exteriorizing them in the form of traces, that is symbols, whereby thoughts become repeatable, transmissible, actual objects of reflection; in short, knowledge. To sculpt, to paint or to draw is to initiate an encounter with the tangibility of the visible, to see one’s hands while giving to be seen; it is to train the eye of the beholder, and thus to sculpt, to paint and to draw this eye – to transform it (Hansen in Stiegler, 2010: 5). This perspective accords with the ever-evolving trajectory of my open work. Integrated within it are opportunities for creative branching by nature of its ever-changing tangible cross media outcomes. In deference to Danziger’s ‘memory cues’, the creative products of my living archive activate mnemonic experience to invite the subsequent development of new mnemonic links across time.  
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Memory does not conform to linear notions of time and is instead a continual correspondence between mnemonic alliances (Bernecker, 2009; Spreng, Mar and Kim, 2008: 289-510). Memory revels in the alternations of capture and spillage, stillness and fluidity, elusiveness and clarity. Replicating these anamnesis qualities harnesses the fragile attributes of recall, which are a step removed from actual experience. Memories spill between cognitive spaces regardless of boundaries. They are at times elusive. They are varied in intensity and translated continually by the workings of time. Within this context, I see memory as restlessly migrating between fragmented temporal events in a continuum that contains a cadence of ever expanding and converging networks of personal associations and perceptions. This is commensurate with the visual resonances of moving,  merged and blurred paint mark patterns of my multi-sensory aesthetic forms on display.  Through my documentary photography, I have been able to access and manipulate digital images into montages, moving image sequences and light projections to accentuate the correlating notions of continuous mnemonic convergence. The spatial organisation of my installations alludes to the facility of memory to play and replay mnemonic streams under its own logic. Through the use of image repetition and reversal, transparencies in projection, superimposition of multiple photographic images and juxtapositions of moving film sequences with still images I have been able to simultaneously explore and reference the cross channels of mnemonic experience.  The evolutionary nature of my digital archive has developed my painting practice as a critical study of rhizomic research in action. To this extent my art operates at the forefront of experimentation 
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and creative possibility in the continuous study of an open work. It actualises emergent forms at the thresholds of perception.  As this research project has unfolded I have been drawn to the exploration of the transformative potential of interconnected paint materialities, hand craft and digital media arts. As a result this inquiry has developed in ways that I could not have predicted. Thus the issues surrounding the development of my digital archive are articulated below. 
 
Figure 24. T. Barnett. Two components of Angel Flight floor installation perforated C-type 
photographs.Size of work: 4m X 1.6m. Total work includes perforated C-type photographs, static 
light projection and moving image sequence. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Size of floorwork: 4 
m x 4m.  
                              
 
Figure 25.  T.Barnett. Installation view, Angel Flight, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Floor work 
size including aerial projection: 4 m x 4 m. Large format vertical and floor projections variable.   One of the important tangents of my inquiry was addressing time as a continuum of pictorial change. Change and temporality are 
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phenomenological dimensions of the sensation of time. These elements are correlated with the translation and blending of my paintings into image sequences of ongoing transformation and recombined image streams. The following two installations explore this idea. 
Angel Flight, Figures 24 and 25, is a floor ensemble of four interconnected components. It draws an analogy to evolving memory in the juxtaposition of its material form and virtual projections. In this installation two repeatedly pierced, sliced and hammered large format C-type photographs are assembled on the floor. These connecting works are juxtaposed by a moving image sequence at one end and a static projected image at the other. The still projection is a composite of the two digital images in the installation. The animated sequence has been constructed from extending the timeline in the slowly morphing narrative of the two central painterly images. As the sequence unfolds these digital representations fluidly merge together at the same speed to construct subtly changing hybrid virtual images before separating. As a result this assemblage uses the imagery of my digital archive to present an elastic image of time. This work suggests malleability and temporal mutability of art forms through the overlays of multiple material processes, different modes of production and digital compositing and in the tracking movement of the moving image projection. Visual correspondences are thus set up between merging and related shapes, surface textures and colours at the intersection of the digitally represented painterly trace and real spaces and the still and moving image.  
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Figure 26. T. Barnett, Maelstrom, Two components of floor installation including 2 large format 
C-Type photographs and moving image. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Size: 4m x 1.6 m.  
                    
Figure 27.  T.Barnett. Installation view, Maelstrom, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Floor work 
size: 4 m x 4m.Large format vertical and floor projections variable.  Similarly the other floor installation Maelstrom, Figure 27, is also an amalgam of different digital representations of paintings that have been progressively reworked through over painting and weaving and positioned next to a moving image sequence. Thus in viewing the work the focus shifts repeatedly from the moving image to the materiality of painterly surface, to the transparency of woven elements and illusionary depiction of the reworked mediatised 
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image. The mobile convergence of images on display produces an optical sensation whereby forms appear to dematerialise and then return to sharp definition in rhythmic occurrence. The footage plays in looping slow motion to allude to the continuous reverberations of memory throughout time.  
                      
Figure 28. T. Barnett. Undercurrent. First frame of looping moving image. Exhale II, The Block, 
QUT, 2012. 
 The temporal momentum of memory is also evoked in my film 
Undercurrent, Figure 28. The sense of mnemonic pulsation is represented by the looping footage of incidental paint traces that advance and recede towards the viewer with subtle irregularity. This illusion of temporal flow is produced by inserting gaps in the programming of the film’s timeline. As a consequence the visual imagery is drawn together across the sequences by technologically-driven movement, which create the visual effect of overlapped spaces. These filmic elements pull and merge from different directions, like the ebb and flow of the ocean’s tide. The viewer is mesmerized by the opticality conveyed by the film’s rhythmic progression and the blurred retinal afterimage of movement that connects the previous image to the next. Despite the film’s painterly genesis and translation into moving image, there is an inbuilt 
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technological glitch. This is an intentional adjunct to the fluidity of the film, which periodically jerks to disrupt the continuity of the viewer’s visual experience. In turn this leads to a sense of displacement from the perceived illusion of cinematic flow and prompts awareness back into the reality of the moment and present circumstance.                   
         
Figure 29. T. Barnett, Flux, Looping digital moving image, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  This digital film, Flux, Figure 29, and the other, The world is full of 
moments: Time by Four, Figure 30, are particularly important to the exhibition because each frames a perspective about the continual processes of transformation via the perpetual movement of time. Each work is located in the juxtaposing rooms of the central gallery space where the digital archive continually plays. This positioning references the changing associations of memory to time. In this moving image, Flux, I was interested in evoking the dynamic movement of temporal fluidity. Flux thus consists of looping footage of a digital moving image that appears to move through space and through its rapid mobility forms a modelled and agitated spatial form.  
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It suggests the connections between memory, the passage of time and spatial presence through its use of imagery that flows as a dynamic and unending stream of integrated forms. The mobile visual image forms a motion blur that is strongly articulated in space via the play of light and dark.  
 
Figure 30. T. Barnett. The world is full of moments: Time by Four, looping moving image. Exhale 
II, The Block, QUT, 2012. 
   There is a commonality and fascination to the experience of temporality that underpins human existence. Through experiencing the present, remembering the past and anticipating the future we are reminded that memory operates as a continual and mutable relation to consciousness in experiencing the world. In this work I present the coexistence of temporal dimensions. This digital projection thus extends the ideas explored in Flux, Figure 29, by alluding to the individual ‘psychological’ dimension of the present, past and future.  This projection is a triptych consisting of three moving images that offer a visual analogy to the coherency of time. The three frames are in fact the same images that have been rotated. In this moving 
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image I present an integrated image of time that correlates the past and future to the manifold experience of the ever-shifting synthesis of the continual present.   
                       
Figure 31. T. Barnett, Chewing Gum and the Cosmos. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  This early digital movie, Chewing Gum and the Cosmos, Figure 31, begins and ends as a dark screen. I like this allusion to deep space because in this film I draw visual analogies between the material traces of discarded lumps of chewing gum on the side walk and the far reaches of the universe. I use superimposition of still images to connect these visual metaphors and in so doing bring together the disparate sensations of immediate and far reaching time and space and the improbable grouping of close and distant circumstances. As well I emphasize the patterns of dispersal formed by specks and circles that dissolve in and out of screen. All of these elements allude to the plastic convergences of time and space. These ideas are commensurate with the dynamic convergences of memory and experience. 
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Figure 32. T. Barnett, Impress 2, Looping digital moving image. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  
Impress 2, Figure 32, is a moving image that was the result of experimentations with applying video transitions to still images. The horizontal bands in the paintings are the result of printing with exhausted ink cartridges. The dark poolings on the work are actually dried paint residues. Using digital superimposition and merging of my painting images, I discovered that by increasing the speed of play, I was able to create the visual illusion of moving forms in three dimensional cyber space. As the film progresses the footage appears to model new sculptural surfaces that project and recede at random.  
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Figure 33. T. Barnett, Fluid Bleed 2, Digital painting, Fluid Bleed Folder, April 2006-January 2007-
May 2009, Digital Archive. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  
Fluid Bleed 2, Figure 33, is actually a digital painting composite of two juxtaposed electronic images. The juxtaposition of any work sets up correspondences of surface materiality and illusionary depiction, as well as colour, line, form, space, and pattern. I have used this idea of assembling and editing images throughout my digital archive to repeatedly construct new hybrid images. As a result of my experimentations I discovered that the opticality of my art also increased with this compositing technique. The placement of works side by side also elicited a dialogue between the visual languages and spatial proximities of forms. This direction was an additional avenue of experimentation that was explored in my digital film, Double Resolution, Figure 34. 
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Figure 34. T. Barnett. Double Resolution, First frame of looping moving image. Blurred Dots and 
Discs Folder, April 2006-January 2007-May 2009, Digital Archive. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  This digital film concerns the relationship between the two moving images. Each film progresses by dissolving and merging between soft edged and clearly defined focuses. There is a similarity of the visual content of the multi coloured and diffused balls but they appear to move according to different spatial orientations. Each moving sequence projects and recedes and is almost organic in its rhythmic cadence. This movement alludes to the fluidity of temporal passage.  Through my experimentations with image rotations and their combinations I discovered that I could also construct mandela-like and psychedelic art forms, as in Figures 35 and 36 respectively. Subsequently I played with these ideas and developed moving images from these rearranged and merging image transitions. These works are titled Lilt and Lift. 
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Figure 35. T.Barnett, Lilt. Example of digital composite from Fluid Bleed Folder, April 2006-
January 2007-May 2009, Digital Archive. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  
                                   
Figure 36. T. Barnett. Lift. Example of digital composite from Fluid Bleed Folder, April 2006-
January 2007-May 2009, Digital Archive. Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012.  
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These paintings exemplify a tangent of research that I could never have predicted at the beginning of my research journey. The phenomenal characteristics of the installation works on display in 
Exhale II are essentially retinal and meditative. My moving images are optically mesmerizing due to their continually motile, morphing and reconfigured states. They evoke introspection and self-awareness, and in so doing, are analogous to the shifting fluidities of memory.  This research project has grown out of my interest in the mobile and temporary spaces of memory. The interconnected and evolutionary outcomes of my creative practice have been a correlate for the shifting acts of memory. I have illustrated the spontaneous functions of memory in my art by persistently implementing the themes of movement, transformation, interconnection and transition between images, events and ideas. Throughout the study I have also focused on representing memory as an open process of creative evolution and embodied experience that provides unceasing potential for becoming. The virtual archive I have constructed has assisted me in developing an understanding about the continually changing relation between emergent digital arts practices, temporal experience, and the processes of remembering.                    .   
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
5.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH This practice-led research takes the form of creative works and an exegetical component. It is influenced by the Deleuze and Guattarian interactivities of the rhizome, which is applied to my interdisciplinary painting practice and digital archive.  The initial questions posed at the beginning of this doctoral research included:  
• What was the correlation between evolving memory and the digital archive and how was it represented in my creative practice? 
• What are the implications for my practice of recognising and utilising rhizomic processes and strategies? 
• How is the correspondence between painting and an open ended and exploratory inquiry into practice-led research grounded in performative methodologies?   I address these questions below and articulate the significance of this research. I preface my discussion with a brief overview of my practice and its connection to memory. I then describe how the creative development of ‘folders’ of work correlates to the theme of memory in my digital archive. Firstly, I set out to interrogate memory and to understand it as a series of psychological expressions that present continuously changing viewpoints about my painting and archival practice over time. To identify and differentiate change there must be a continual re-evaluation of memory. I used the digitalisation, digital revision and reinterpretation of my creative practice as strategic modes for 
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inciting memory and remembering historical events. The digital archive was constantly reshaped by the accumulation of new data and so provided a creative means through which to report on and re-interpret the past. In this regard the digital documentation of my creative practice functioned to enact mnemonic processes so as to continually cue the past in memory and its changing relation to present circumstances.  My digital archive performed a number of functions in relation to memory. According to the Deleuze and Guattarian rhizomic paradigm this open process of metamorphosis enabled states of becoming-memory, becoming-painting and becoming-painterly of the digital and becoming digital of the painting. These strategies are implicit in the archive. It was an archival site of digitalised representation, historical preservation, ongoing image access and display. It was also a site of 
artistic engagement. This virtual database enabled me to re-mediate and store my paintings in digital form and therefore facilitated a continual creative process of transformation and ongoing interaction with a digitised body of historical documentation. As my creative practice developed over time, it also functioned as a virtual stage that paralleled the shifting connections between mnemonic experiences. I used memory as the subject matter of my intermedia work and also as a process to draw together different mnemonic experiences from the past to stimulate new ideas and inventive decision-making in my creative process. An important aspect of my research is therefore focused on the associations between sense perception and its relation to revised experiences and amendments to memory. I explain the development of my creative practice and corresponding ideas relating to memory using the documented 
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evidence from my digital archive folders from 2004-2011 below. I have chronologically organised and colour coded my digital folders so they act as temporal markers that signpost the occurrences of actual events in time. This system represents a method to record and relate events and re-assess memory. Additionally all folders from the digital archive have been mapped in appendix 2. 
5.2 THE CORRELATION OF EVOLVING MEMORY AND THE 
DIGITAL ARCHIVE  
2004-2005                                                         Jan 2004_ Liquify process            Feb 2004 Printed overlay                         Feb 2004 Woven painted                                
                                                         
                                                                            2004:  MEMORY AS STRATA    
                                                                                              Feb 2004 Juxtaposed slice                        March 2004 Dissolve  
Figure 37. T. Barnett. 2004-2005 Concept map of creative practice.                                                                                                                                          In order to develop a digital archive I needed to first concentrate on the material construction of new work via interdisciplinary processes and then record this via digital documentation. My method involved utilising blending processes such as weaving, slicing and surface scoring in my painting and then transferring the repeated layering of paint on digital printouts. I related these processes to geological formations and weathering as layers of time that were built up as mnemonic strata in consciousness. The continual addition of creative processes altered the surface materiality and image content of the work and influenced how it was considered over time. 
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2005-2006 
                                         April 2006 Fluid bleed                                                                                                                     Jan 2004_  Feb 2006 Liquify process                                          Jan 2006 Abstracts                            March 2006 Tear score paint                                                              Feb 2004 Printed overlay                                            Feb 2004 Woven painted                                                            March 2006 Liquid static            2006:   MOBILITY                                                  
                                                                                     TRANSFORMATION                                
                                                                                      FLUIDITY                                                    
                                          2004:  MEMORY AS STRATA                          TRANSITIONS 
                                                                                      RHYTHMIC PULSES                       May 2006 Crossmixed                                                                                                           Feb _March 2006 Liquify April 2006 Digital movies                                                                                                                                                    Feb 2004 Juxtaposed slice                  March 2004_June 2005 Dissolve                                                                                                                                                          April 2006 Tangible 
 
Figure 38. T. Barnett. 2005-2006 Concept map of creative practice. 
 As memory was the subject matter of my creative practice I focused on the ways that memory appeared to function. Memory’s innate functions include mobility, transformation and acquisition as it continuously registers the past via acts of remembering. I correlated these mnemonic descriptors with lines of inquiry in my creative practice. The overlayed processes of my creative practice in painting for instance involved intermixed paint flows and surface perforation. This early work corresponded metaphorically to the repeated layering, fluidities, interconnections, accumulations and gaps that I identified as aspects of memory function.  The digital documentation expanded my practice because I was able to exploit the unlimited versatility of digital representation to record and shift images between different virtual platforms and modes of operations. I reflected the fluid processes of memory with my continual development of digital images that could be moved in and out of specific functions at will. I therefore conceived of the digital representations of my practice as the trace records of my creative processes.  
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At this time I also created moving images to evoke the rhythmic pulses and fluid interplays of mnemonic experience in digital films such as Chewing gum and the cosmos, Figure 31 and Spec. This work was characterised by slow transitions between static images and the perceptual blurring that occurred when one image gradually merged into another. As the films progressed these transitions between image-frames produced unexpected hybrid images that reflected the transformative processes of mnemonic experiences. This also alluded to the continual instability of memory that was commensurate with my archive, which was unfixed and open to the evolution of new meanings in time.   
2006-2008 
                        April 2006_Jan 2007 Fluid bleed                              Feb 2007 Cross processing impress                      Jan 2004_ Feb 2006 Liquify process                 Feb 2004 Woven painted Jan 2006 Abstracts                  March 2006 Tear score paint                      Feb 2007Fluid and Screen                                                                                                                        Feb 2004 Printed overlay                                                                                    Aug 2007 Pixilation                                                                       March 2006 Liquid static                                 2007-2008:   TRANSITORY ACTS OF    
                                                                         2006:  MOBILITY                                     REMEMBERANCE 
                                                                                            TRANSFORMATION                 PASSING TEMPORAL      
                                                                                            FLUIDITY                                     EXPERIENCE 
                                                                    TRANSITIONS                            SHIFTING LANDSCAPE OF  
                                                                    RHYTHMIC PULSES                  MEMORY                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        2004: MEMORY AS STRATA       May 2006 Crossmixed         Mar-April 2008_Feb 2009Paint overlay                 
                                                     Jan 2007 Fluid Blur                                                                        Feb _March 2006 Liquify April 2006 2008 Digital movies                                                    Feb 2007 Digital Screen                       Feb 2004 Juxtaposed slice      March 2004 June 2005 _Feb 2007 Dissolve                                                              Feb 2007 Edge                                                                                                                                 Jan 2007 Digital Overlay                                April 2006 _Jan 2007 Tangible  
Figure 39. T. Barnett. 2006-2008 Concept map of creative practice. 
 The work from this period focused on exploiting the features of digital tools to transform and link my images via technological effects. The re-development of my art via copying, digital superimposition, colour reduction, segmentation, pixilation, multilayering of transparencies, posterization and juxtaposition corresponded to ways that different memories coexist. They 
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continuously connected and functioned to translate experiences. This work also facilitated new ways of looking at my painting as it involved visual comparisons of juxtaposed digital images to contrast formal relationships of proportion, shape, space and colour. New juxtapositions of imagery repeatedly linked my historical representations with transitory acts of remembrance. 
Double resolution, Figure 34, and Undercurrent 5, Figure 28, were digital films constructed to evoke the connections of memory to passing temporal experience. Altering the speed of the film’s timeline produced an optical effect of blurred imagery. These films were designed to allude to the shifting landscape of memory over time. 
2008-2010 
                       April 2006_Jan 2007_ April 2008 Fluid bleed             Feb 2007 Cross processing impress                                                         Jan 2004_ Feb 2006 Liquify process            Jan 2006 Abstracts                            March 2006 Tear score paint                    Feb 2007 Fluid and Screen                                          Feb 2004_April 2008 Printed overlay                         Feb 2004 _April 2008 Woven painted                               Aug 2007_July 2008 Pixilation                                                                    March 2006 Liquid static                                                         2007-2008   TRANSITORY ACTS OF  
                                                                                                                                                                   REMEMBERANCE  
                                                    2006:   MOBILITY                                                                           PASSING TEMPORAL 
                                               TRANSFORMATION                                                       EXPERIENCE 
                                               FLUIDITY                                                                            SHIFTING LANDSCAPE  
                                                                                        TRANSITIONS                                                                  OF MEMORY 
                                                RHYTHMIC PULSES                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                           Mar-April 2008_Feb 2009 Paint overlay                 
                                            2004: MEMORY AS STRATA                         
                                                 May 2006 Crossmixed                                   Jan 2007 April 2008 Fluid Blur                                                                        Feb _March 2006 Liquify                                                                                                                 April 2006_June 2007_April 2008 Digital movies           March 2006 Woven painted                                Feb 2007 Digital Screen                                       Feb 2007 Edge            2008-2010:   RECALL                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                          REVISION                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                          TRANSITIONS  
                                                                                                          THE ‘IN BETWEEN’                                                                                                              TRANSFORMING TEMPORAL  
                                                                                                           EXPERIENCE                     April 2008 Fluid scored                                             Feb 2004_April 2008 Juxtaposed slice           March 2004 June 2005 _Feb 2007 Dissolve                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Jan 2007 Digital Overlay                                April 2006 _Jan 2007 _ April 2008 Tangible                                                                                                            March 2008 Blurred dots and discs  Nov 2008 Projections 
 
Figure 40. T.Barnett 2008-2010 Concept map of creative practice. 
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As I became more familiar with the workings of Photoshop and Premier Pro, digital montage and image manipulation became predominant tools of operation in my art. By this stage my creative process had become exclusively virtual in its orientation. By this time I conceived of memory as a dispersed spatial entity that was illustrated with encoded, seamlessly transformative and illusionary conventions of new media and virtual space. Image diffusion and blurring became a focus of my work and was enabled by the overlapping and digital editing of the virtual objects from my digital archive. To illustrate memory as a process of recall and revision I began to isolate separate screen shots from my moving images and copy and paste the ‘in between’ transitions of various images. I combined the biological capacity of memory to recall and re-interpret with distorted image ‘twinning’ in my creative practice. The juxtaposition of related and modified images set up a visual dialogue between spatially connected forms. It also referred to mnemonic consciousness as a developmental process.  The digital films from this period included Fluid Bleed and Impress 
2, Figure 32. These alluded to memory as protean representations of changing temporal experience.  
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2010-2011 
                       April 2006_Jan 2007_ April 2008_May-Sept2010 Jan-July2011 Fluid bleed                                                                            Feb 2007 _March 2008 May-Sept2010 Cross processing impress March 2006_April2008 May-Sept2010 Jan-July2011 Liquid static                                                  Jan 2004_ Feb 2006 _ March 2008 May-Sept2010 Jan-July2011 Liquify process           Jan 2006_Nov 2008 Abstracts                                                    March 2006_April2008 May-Sept2010 Tear score paint                     Feb 2007 _Feb-June 2008 Fluid and Screen                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Feb 2004_April 2008 May-Sept2010 Printed overlay                        Feb 2004 _April 2008 Woven painted       Aug 2007_July 2008 Pixilation                                
                                                       2006:   MOBILITY                     2007-2008:   TRANSITORY ACTS OF    
                                                                      TRANSFORMATION                               REMEMBERANCE 
                                                                      FLUIDITY                                                   PASSING TEMPORAL EXPERIENCE               
                                                                                          TRANSITIONS                                           SHIFTING LANDSCAPE OF MEMORY 
                                                  RHYTHMIC PULSES                                                
   2004: MEMORY AS STRATA                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                  March 2008 May-Sept2010 Blurred dots and discs  
                                                                                        
                                                    May 2006 Crossmixed                                   Jan 2007 Fluid Blur                                                                        Feb-March 2006_April- Nov 2008 May-Sept2010 Liquify                                                                     March 2008_ May-Sept2010 Woven printed _Digital tear                                                 April 2006_June 2007_April 2008   May-Sept 2011 Digital movies               Feb 2007 _April 2008 Digital Screen                                    2010-2011:    DYNAMICS OF MEMORY May-Sept2010 Jan-July2011                                                                                    TIME                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                           TRANSFORMATION                                                                                                           Feb 2007 _May 2010 Edge                               EMERGENCE                                            2008-2010:  RECALL                                                                                                   
                              REVISION                                                                  Mar-April 2008_Feb 2009 Paint overlay                 
                              TRANSITIONS                                THE ‘IN BETWEEN’                                 TRANSFORMING TEMPORAL EXPERIENCE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Nov 2008 Projections                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  April 2008 May-Sept2010 Fluid scored                          Feb 2004_April 2008 May-Sept2010 Juxtaposed slice     March 2004 June 2005 _Feb 2007 Dissolve                                                                                                                                                                                           Jan 2007_April 2008 May-Sept2010 Digital Overlay                                April 2006 _Jan 2007 _ April 2008 May-Sept2010 Tangible                                                                                                                                    May 2008 May-Sept 2010 Paint trace   
Figure 41. T.Barnett 2010-2011 Concept map of creative practice. 
 In this work I revisited and developed my idea concerning image ‘twinning’ and produced multiple placements and the layering of imagery to construct mandala-like images. The resultant intricate patterns created by repeated forms suggested biomorphic and cellular structures. These works also evoked the psychedelic art of the 1960’s and once again were intended to reflect the interconnective and meditative spaces of mnemonic thinking. 
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I then focused on developing 3D virtual environments and digital collages as sites for the illusionary movement of virtual objects. I wanted this style of work to act as an analogy for the transformative and meandering agencies of memory in consciousness. The imagery of this work was created via sequential digital developments and appears as weightless images that peel off the background and freely waft and morph through cyberspace. I felt that these forms held great potential for the visual representation of mnemonic experience and I subsequently applied this concept to the redevelopment of many digital images in moving image sequences. 
Angel flight fixed, Maelstrom 2, Lilt 4, Lift 3 Cut, Flux, and The world 
is full of moments still/ Time x Four are films produced at this time. These films and the moving images constructed embody representations of the dynamic interconnections of memory in time with a focus on portraying a changing landscape of continuous emergence.  
5.3 THE IMPLICATIONS OF RHIZOMIC THINKING STRATEGIES 
IN GUIDING MY CREATIVE PRACTICE In applying processes of Deleuze and Guattarian rhizomics I came to understand that memory emerges as a plane of immanence that continually unleashes creative states of becoming. This process unfolds continually via the transformative interactions within rhizomic practice. This doctoral project also provided me with the opportunity to critically analyse and demonstrate the connections between my praxis and discourses concerning the rhizome. Over time I found that the construction of my digital archive and the mapped iterations and interactivities of my performative research practice 
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had an affinity with the principles of rhizomic networking. The rhizomic structure of creative growth in my digital archive has subsequently provided a compelling framework to demonstrate rhizomic characteristics. Rhizomic dispersal, perceptions of difference, multiplicities and heterogeneous variation provided a conceptual framework through which to critically analyse and develop my digital archive. It also allowed me to test rhizomic thinking through the lived experience of my practice. In building my archive I demonstrate that multimodal creative strategies privilege the fluid, interactive and connecting spaces of rhizomic distribution in practice-led research.  
5.4 THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN OPEN-ENDED INQUIRY 
AND PERFORMATIVE METHODOLOGIES IN MY PRACTICE-LED 
RESEARCH I have practised an open-ended and developmental methodology that has allowed me to critically respond to creative events as they have unfolded. Out of these realizations I was able to systematically reflect upon the future working trajectories and emergent digital practices of my painting and adapt my creative approaches as needed through my lived inquiry.  This is a foundational aspect of performative methodology in practice–led research that does not seek an end product but rather promotes the continuous analysis, navigation, exploration and interconnection of reflective ideas and memory enacted through practice.  
5.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS There are three significant outcomes as a result of this creative research project.  The first addresses the role of memory in relation to digital documentation and the display of temporary art forms in my archival practice. The second involves the mapping of my digital 
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archive according to a networked rhizomic structure. The third relates to the transitive perspective of painting that is subject to intermedia and digital encapsulation. Collectively the interrelating and integrated components of my research provide a substantive and original contribution to new knowledge as discussed below. 1. The first significant finding of this inquiry demonstrates the ongoing exploration of mnemonic themes relating to a digitally manipulated archive. These outcomes enhance our understanding of archival practices and suggest a new perspective about the relation between virtual archival practices, emergent digital art and transformative memory processes. The results therefore add to the growing body of literature surrounding the functions of virtual archives and their mnemonic processes in relation to the continuous remediation and reinterpretation of digital practices.  2. The second significant finding of this study involves the schematic mapping of my digital archive according to rhizomic structures. It functions as a practical exemplar for others wishing to apply Deleuze and Guattarian paradigm to the construction of a digital archive and therefore adds to the existing literature concerning the application of non-linear and non-hierarchical rhizomic approaches in creative research. I have used my digital archive as a networked process to map my creative strategies through time, record temporal events, and reinterpret memory. These findings assist our understanding of the mapping process of emergent creative outcomes.  Additionally, the results of the inquiry have aided our understanding of the links between memory and time as a process of transition. The study did not evaluate different modes of memory relating to archival practice but does suggest possibilities for further research. 
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The mapping of my digital archive has demonstrated open and organic processes of rhizomic modification for painting. The findings confirm by practical example that diverse outcomes illustrate ‘becoming’ as an emergent strategy for the development of painting via a virtual archive. These research findings enhance our understanding of rhizomic operations as they develop in time. This methodology also has value because it presents a practical application of rhizomic networking for others contemplating archival processes associated with practice–led research in the arts. The findings contribute to understanding of archival practices as open, dynamic and interconnected practice–led research strategies. I contend that this organic mode of networked research is appropriate for my creative inquiry because I am able to systematically interrogate rhizomic thinking as a creative process that is initiated in and through my artistic practice. This focus has enabled me to reframe and build my painting practice. Through the performance of diverse practical and creative applications, I have critically examined, linked and developed reflexive and iterative interdisciplinary processes and related knowledge fields. This convergence of knowledge is developed in relation to the situated experience and performative engagements of my research within my practice. I argue that the accumulative insights and reflexive practices arising out of these entwined practice-led research processes have sustained my performance methodology and contributed to new and original knowledge about and through my practice (Haseman, 2006).  3. The findings of this study extend the concept of the archive by using archival practice as an adaptable and generative performance space for mutable forms associated with painting. I have situated my abstract painting practice not as an autonomous body of work 
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but one that is part of a broader and continuously transforming inter-media archive. My project exhibits postmodern and post-medium conceptual foci via the creative possibilities for emergent creative production, mediated visuality and the shifting spatiality associated with new media applications. The study confirms that the continual technological interface of painting into two and three dimensions extends the conventional painting field by engaging with the ongoing question of ‘What constitutes painting?’ in a digital era.  The findings have contributed to our understanding that the digitization of imagery, electronic interfaces and their distribution and proliferation may act as a correlate for new conditions of immateriality, mobility, visuality and spatiality in painting. The electronic translation of painting into encoded digital form also transforms painting into a new spatial object that can exist simultaneously in various virtual platforms. As a result the study confirms the notion of intermedia painting as existing beyond the static space of conventional painting and having the capacity to inhabit the fields of electronic dissemination and virtual storage. This mobility means that painting can be conceptualised within the field of digitally encoded representation, image manipulation and transformation and thus addresses new possibilities for contemporary painting in the post-medium condition.  This research has opened up many questions that bear further examination. The implications for future research are exciting as one re-imagines painting as existing in an open field of potential innovation, immateriality, mobility and expanding technological means. 
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APPENDIX 1: 
EXHALE II,  PhD solo final exhibition,  The Block, QUT, Kelvin Grove, Brisbane 25th-29th June, 2012.  The intermedial painting works in the exhibition were curated to present an analogy to the theme of evolving memory. Works selected from the digital archive were representative of the mnemonic qualities of movement, translation, transition, transience, interactivity and transformation. 
 Creative works on display in the final exhibition included:  1. Selected moving images and digital films: 
 Double Resolution 
 Elapse 
 Fluid Bleed 
 Impress 2 
 Maelstrom 
 Undercurrent 
 Flux  
 The world is full of moments: Time by Four 
 Angel Flight/Slow Flight 
 Lift 
 Lilt 
 Lilt3 
 Lilt4   2. A selection of 1500 digital images from the digital archive.  3. Two installation based works Angel Flight, figures 24 and 25 and Maelstrom, figures 26 and 27 comprised juxtaposed large format c-type photographs which were positioned on the floor. These works had been remediated via painting, weaving and surface perforation. They had been digitally enlarged and reprocessed according to C-type photographic image development. Two projections were screened above these works. One still composite of merged images was projected vertically downwards next to the work from above. The second moving image was projected horizontally onto a screen perpendicular to the floor works.  In this way space was implicated as an interconnective element within and between each installation and with the moving image projections in the other rooms. 
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Figure 42. T. Barnett. Installation shot of large format c-type photographs, Angel Flight Floor 
installation, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Floor work size: 4 m x 4m. Projection and moving 
image variable.                        
               
Figure 43. T. Barnett. Detail showing surface perforation of large format c-type photographs, 
Angel Flight Floor installation, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Floor work size: 4 m x 4m 
including aerial projection.  
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Figure 44. T. Barnett. Detail showing surface weaving and painterly revision of large format C-
type photographs, Maelstrom Floor installation, Exhale II, The Block, QUT, 2012. Floor work size: 
4 m x 4m, including aerial projection. 
 
                        
Figure 45. T. Barnett. Interior shots of the computer display space in Exhale II, The Block, QUT,  
2012. Selected still and moving works from the digital archive scrolled continuously across five 
computer screens. 
 
Figure 46. T. Barnett. Interior shot of the computer display space in Exhale II, The Block, QUT,  
2012. Selected still and moving works from the digital archive scrolled continuously across five 
computer screens. 
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APPENDIX 2: 
MAPPED FOLDERS IN THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE    2004 -2012 
www.ttenrab.com This website will be available from 15th October 2012. This website will present a curated exhibition of digital images drawn from the digital archive. These digital images correlate intermedial painting to characteristics of evolving mnemonic experience and include representations of translation, transition, transience, transformation, trace and movement. Stored single digital images in digital documentation: 5,712  (The application of different conceptualisations of memory has necessitated that some images have been replicated across different 
digital documentation folders, prior to development via digital manipulation.) Stored single digital images that have been developed from the digital 
documentation via digital manipulation: 4,974 Total number of stored single digital images: 10,506 Number of folders: 26 Number of exemplar subfolders: 206 Number of digital movies: 14 Number of moving images: 15 The following list maps the digital contents of all folders in the digital archive. Each folder correlates the digital images to the examined mnemonic concept. This is followed by the file name and the number of stored digital images in that folder. The date of access and image development is then indicated. To access the digital image hold the mouse over the image, press the Ctrl key and left click.  
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2004-2011 Digital movies    
DIGITAL FILMS:  
                            Time x 4 (2006) 
                            Chewing gum and the cosmos (2006)                             Spec (2006)                             Undercurrent 5 (2008) 
                            Double resolution (2008) 
                            Impress 2 (2009)                             Angel flight fixed (2010)                             Fluid bleed (2010)                             Flux fixed  (2010)                             The world is full of moments still: Time X four (2010)                             Lift_3_Cut (2011)                             Lilt_4 (2011)                             Maelstrom 2 (2011)                                                                                      
MOVING IMAGES:                            Incremental 2 (2009)                            Incremental 3 (2009)                            Short life of juicy fruit (2009)                            Fluid Blur (2010)                            Continuum (2011)                            Dispersal 1   (2010)                            Dispersal 2 (2010)                            Dynamics of memory (2011)                                                                                Interplay (2011)                            Memory (2011)                            Movement (2011)                            Remember when (2011)                             The landscape of memory (2011)                            Transit 2 (2011)                            Transitions (2011)   
March _2004 June 2005_ Feb 2007 Dissolve   DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 1 (28) March 2004              DIGITAL MANIPULATION              D (23) June 2005; Feb 2007  
April 2006_Jan 2007_April 2008_Feb-May 2009 May-Sept 2010 
Tangible  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 2 (146) April 2006        
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DIGITAL MANIPULATION               Memory as juxtaposition TAN (297)                                                                   April 2006; Jan 2007                                                                  Memory as movement                                                                  1.   TI (20)  April 2008       2.   TANGA (14) April 2008                                                                 3.   TANG (18) April 2008                                                                  4.   TANGI (7)  Feb 2009              Memory function as transformation                  T (87) Feb 2009                  Transitions 1.     TC (10)  Feb 2009 2.     TC (9)  Feb 2009 3.     TB (7)  May 2009 4.     TC (12)  May 2009 5.     TD (5)  May 2009 6.     TE (7)  May 2009 7.     TF (23) May 2010  8.     TG (9)  June 2010 9.     TG (21)  June 2010 10.     TH (40) Aug 2010  11.     TI (7)  Sept 2010 12.     TJ (9)  Sept 2010 13.     TK (14) Sept 2010  
April 2006_Jan 2007_March 2008_May 2009 May-Sept 2010 Jan-July 
2011 Fluid bleed  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION          Art Doc 3 (56)   April 2006              DIGITAL MANIPULATION               Memory as correspondence FM (253)                                                                         Jan 2007                                                                   Memory as dispersal DISP (57) Jan                                                                   2007; March 2008                                                                   Memory as recall and twinning FL (60)                                                                   Jan 2007; March 2008                                                                     Memory as strata FSC (230) April                                                                   2006; Jan 2007; March 2008  
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                                                                 Memory as trace TRA (108) April                                                                   2006; Jan 2007; March 2008; May                                                                   2009                                                                   Memory as transition                                                                   1.     FB (15) Jan 2007; May2009                                                                   2.     FC (11) Jan 2007; May 2009                                                                   3.     FD (37) Jan 2007; May 2009                                                                   4.     FE (23) May-Sept 2010                                                                  5.     FF (9) Jan –July 2011                                                                  6.     FG (16) July 2011                                                                  7.     FH (6) July 2011                                                                  8.     FI (19) July 2011                                                                  9.     FJ (16) July 2011                                                                 10.   FK (8) July 2011  
April 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 2010 Fluid scored  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION          1.     Art Doc 4 (119)   April 2008                                                                  2.     Art Doc 4A (49) April 2008                                                                  3.     /1.     Art Doc 4BI (56) Feb 2009                                                                          /2.     Art Doc 4B (46) Feb 2009                                                                          /3.     Art Doc 4B2A (8) Feb 2009  DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Memory and the in between FSCOR                                                                 (33)  Feb 2009                                                                  Memory as juxtaposition FSCO (108)                                                                   Feb 2009; May-Sept 2010                                                                  Metaphors linking perceptual clarity                                                                  with memory focus  FS (11)  Feb 2009;                                                                  May-Sept 2010                                                       
August 2007_July 2008-April 2009 Pixilation     DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 5 (14)   Aug 2007              DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Memory and the in between   P (14)                                                                  Aug 2007                                                                  Memory and juxtaposition   1.  PI (17)  Aug 2007 2.  PIX (7)  July 2008                                                                 Memory as movement  
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1. /1.     PIXE (18)  July 2008                 /2.     PIXEL (33) July 2008  2. PIXELA (15)  Sept 2008 3. PIXIL (19)  Sept 2008 4. PIXILA (25)  Sept 2008 5. FLIPA (26)  Sept 2008               Memory as recall PIXILAT (18)                Memory as transformation 1.  PIXILATI (27)  April 2009 2.  PIXILATIO (8)  April 2009 3.  PIXILATION (7)  April 2009  4.  FLIP (12)  Sept 2008 5.  PIXIE (14)  April 2009  
May 2006 Crossmixed 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 6 (299) May 2006     DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Memory as correspondence C (133)                                                                  May 2006                                                                 Memory as emergence CME (23) May                                                                 2006                                                                 Memory as fluidity CA (26) May 2006                                                                Memory as trace CMTRA (23) May                                                                 2006                                                                   Memory as transition  1. CM1 (60)  May 2006 2. CM2 (12)  May 2006 3. CM3 (8)  May 2006 4. CM4 (21)  May 2006 5. CM5 (12)  May 2006 6. CM6 (16)  May 2006 7. CM7 (5)  May 2006 8. CM8 (9)  May 2006 9. CM9 (7)  May 2006 10. CM10 (23)  May 2006 11. CM11 (29)  May 2006 12. CM12 (17)  May 2006 13. CM13 (6)  May 2006 
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14. CM14 (8)  May 2006 15. CM15 (16)  May 2006  
Feb 2007_May 2010 Edge  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION        Art Doc 7 (117) Feb 2007 DIGITAL MANIPULATION            Juxtapositions and correspondences as                                                                memory functions  1. DM (22)  Feb 2007 2. DME (5)  May 2010  Metaphors for memory blur EDG (14)    May 2010  Shifting landscapes of memory 1. ED (31)  May 2010 2. E1 (11)  May 2010 3. EDGE (10)  May 2010  
Feb 2004_April 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 2010 Printed overlay 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 8 (128) Feb 2004               DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Emergence POC (61)  Feb 2004                                                                Metaphors for memory blur POB (18)                                                                  April 2008                                                                 Metaphors for memory function   1. Memory trace  POE (10)  Feb 2004 2. Metaphors for the fluidity of            memory POF (91) Feb 2004                                                                 3.       Mnemonic relationships POD (72)                                                                              Feb 2004   Metaphors for the relationships  between memories POA (86)  Feb    2009  Mobilities of memory  1. PO (49)  May 2010 2. POV (26)  May 2010 
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3. POVE (76)  May-Sept 2010  4. POVERL (28)  May- Sept 2010      Feb 2004_April 2008_June 2009 May-Sept 2010 Juxtaposed slice 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION           Art Doc 9 (335) Feb 2004             DIGITAL MANIPULATION               Memory as correspondences  JSL (56)                                                                    Feb 2004                                                                   Memory as movement 1. JSFC (4)  April 2008 2. JSLIC (56)  April 2008 3. JSLICE (63)  June 2009 4. JUSLICE (63)  May 2010 5. JUXSLICE (43)  June 2010 6. JUXTAPSLICE (52)  June-July 2010 7. JUXTSLICE (22)  Aug 2010           Memory as strata JS (11) Aug 2010          Memory as trace JSLD (17) Sept 2010          Metaphors for memory blur JSLI (20)             Sept 2010  
Feb 2004_March 2006_April 2008_Feb 2009 Woven painted 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 10 (99) Feb 2004; March                                                                 2006; April 2008           DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Function of memory as                                                                  interconnections WP (26) Feb                                                                  2004; March 2006; April 2008; Feb                                                                  2009  
Feb 2006_March 2006_April 2008_June 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 
2010 Liquify 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION          Art Doc 11 (140)   Feb 2006         DIGITAL MANIPULATION               Function of memory as collection and                                                                   connection LIQUAA (66) Feb 2006  
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                                                                 Incremental changes of memory                                                                     LIQID (108) March 2006                                                                   Juxtaposition as a function of memory                                                                   LIQUIFY (25) March 2006                                                                   Memory as blur LIQC (24) June 2008                                                                   Metaphors for memory as fluidity                                                                    LIQD (35)  June 2008                                                                   Memory as focus LIQB (43)  Feb 2009                                                                   Memory as trace LIQUIF (44)  Feb                                                                   2006                                                                   Memory as recall and twinning LIQA                                                                   (15)  May 2010                                                                   Movements of memory 1. LIQUIAA (5)  July 2010 2. LIQUIDAA (16)  July 2010  
Feb 2007_April 2008_June 2009 Digital screen  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION          Art Doc 12 (48)  Feb 2007     DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Memory as correspondence DS (18)                                                                   Feb 2007; June 2009                                                                  Metaphors for memory function as                                                                  relationship and transformation DSC                                                                  (20)  June 2009    
Feb 2007_Feb-June 2009 Fluid and screen 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION        Art Doc 13 (245)  Feb 2007  DIGITAL MANIPULATION            Memory as correspondence F (5)  Feb                                                                2007                                                                Memory as transformation 1. F&S (31) Feb 2007  2. F&SC (28)  June 2009  
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                                                              Memory as transition F&SCR (15) Feb                                                                2007; June 2009   
Feb 2007_March 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 2010 Cross processing 
impress 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 14 (234) Feb 2007  DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Memory as transformation DMA (13)                                                                 Feb 2007; March 2008                                                                  Memory as transition DM (10) Feb                                                                 2009; May 2010                                                                 Metaphors for memory as shifting                                                                 relationships DMB (21)  May-Sept 2010  
Jan-June 2009 Fume 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION & MANIPULATION                                                                             1.    FUM (32)  Jan-March 2009                                                                2.    FUMA (61) April-June 2009  
Jan 2006_Nov 2008_June 2009 Abstracts 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 16 (48) Jan 2006  DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Memory as digital trace DIGTRA (20)                                                                   Jan 2006                                                                  Memory as the in between and                                                                  ephemeral FUME (14)  Nov 2008; June                                                                  2009                                                                  Metaphors for memory function ABS                                                                  (20)  Jan 2006  
Jan 2007_June 2009 Fluid Blur 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION          Art Doc  17 (94) Jan 2007  DIGITAL MANIPULATION               1.     FB1 (11) June 2009  
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                                                                 2.     FBA (8) June 2009  
Jan 2007_April 2008_June 2009 May-Sept 2010 Digital overlay 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION & MANIPULATION                                                                              Metaphors for layered mnemonic                                                                  experiences DOV (75) Jan 2007; April                                                                  2008; June 2009; May-Sept 2010                                                                  Metaphors for memory processes as                                                                  the in between spaces DO (17) Jan                                                                  2007; April 2008; June 2009                                                                                                                                                                                           Metaphors for mnemonic                                                                  transformations DOVE (14) Jan 2007;                                                                  April 2008; June 2009                                                                                                                                                                                     Metaphors for mnemonic transitions                                                                  DOVER (50) Jan 2007; April 2008;                                                                  June 2009; May-Sept 2010                                                                        
March 2006_ April 2008_June 2009 May-Sept 2010 Tear score paint  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 19 (174)  March 2006, April                                                                 2008; May-Sept 2010  DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Metaphors for the layering of                                                                  memories TSP (12) April 2008; Sept                                                                  2010                                                    Jan 2004_Feb 2006_March 2008_Feb-June 2009 Jan-July 2011 Liquid 
static 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 20 (22) Jan 2004  DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Memory function as juxtaposition LIST                                                                 (13)  Jan 2004; Feb 2006; Jan 2011                                                              Memory processes as mobility 1. LS (13)  March 2008; Jan 2011 2. LIQSA (18) March 2008; Jan 2011 3. LIQST (6)  Feb- March 2009; July            2011             
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             Memory processes as transformation 1. LS (5)  June 2009  2. LIQUSTA (8)  Jan 2011    
March 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 2010 Blurred dots and discs  DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc 21(270) March 2008  DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Metaphors for memory and time MVC                                                                 (19) 2008                                                            Metaphors for memory via                                                            juxtaposition  1. BDD (20)  Feb 2009 2. BDDO (17) Feb 2009  3. BDDOT (25) May 2010  4. BDDOTS (30)  May-June 2010 5. BLBDDO (18)  June 2010 6. BDDI (25)  June 2010 7. BDDIS (29)  Aug 2010 8. BDDISC (14)  Aug 2010             Metaphors for the mnemonic              processes of movement  1. Memory as a process of                interconnection and development /1.  DA (9)  Feb 2009; Aug 2010                                                                             /2. DAB (23) Aug 2010; Sept          2010 /3.  BDDTT (9) Sept 2010 2. Memory as movement BDDOA (38)                 Feb 2009; Sept 2010 3. Memory as transition BLUDT (13)                 Feb 2009; Sept 2010  
March 2008_Feb 2009 May-Sept 2010 Woven printed _digital tear 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc  22 (29)  March 2008 DIGITAL MANIPULATION          Memory as transformation 1. WPD (24) March 2008; May 2010 2. WPDA (17)  Feb 2009; May 2010 
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3. WPDB (3) May 2010              The metaphorical effects of memory 1. Morph 1 WPDC (6) March 2008;            Sept 2010  2. Morph 2 /1. WPDD (6)  Sept 2010 /2. WPDE (9)  Sept 2010 /3. WPDF (2)  Sept 2010   March_April 2008_Feb 2009 Paint overlay DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         Art Doc  23 (35)  March 2008 DIGITAL MANIPULATION             Memory as transition 1. Incremental movement 1   POA1 (4)             Feb 2009  2. Incremental movement 2   PO (6)             Feb 2009 3. Incremental movement 3   POAB (7)             Feb 2009  
May 2006_2009 May-Sept 2010 Paint trace 
 DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION         1.     Art Doc 24 (22) May 2008                                                                 2.     Art Doc 25 (67) May 2008                                                                 3.     Art Doc 26 (13) May 2008                                                                 4.     Art doc 27 (13) May 2008                                                                 5.     Art doc 28 (183) May 2008   DIGITAL MANIPULATION              Light as memory                                                                 Jan 2006 Light spec 2006 (42)                                                                 Metaphors for transforming temporal                                                                  experiences  1. PTRA  (12)  May 2006 2. PTRAC (5)  May 2010 3. PTRACE (15)  Sept 2010 4. PATRA (14) Sept 2010 5. PAITRA (19)  Sept 2010 
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